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A PIERI RULE FOR DEMAZURE CHARACTERS
OF THE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP
SAMI ASSAF AND DANJOSEPH QUIJADA
Abstract. The Pieri rule is a nonnegative, multiplicity-free formula for the
Schur function expansion of the product of an arbitrary Schur function with
a single row Schur function. Key polynomials are characters of Demazure
modules for the general linear group that generalize the Schur function ba-
sis of symmetric functions to a basis of the full polynomial ring. We prove
a nonsymmetric generalization of the Pieri rule by giving a cancellation-free,
multiplicity-free formula for the key polynomial expansion of the product of an
arbitrary key polynomial with a single part key polynomial. Our proof is com-
binatorial, generalizing the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth insertion algorithm on
tableaux to an insertion algorithm on Kohnert diagrams.
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2 ASSAF AND QUIJADA
1. Introduction
Schur polynomials are ubiquitous throughout mathematics. They arise in rep-
resentation theory as characters for irreducible polynomial representations of the
general linear group and as Frobenius characters for irreducible representations of
the symmetric group; they arise in geometry as polynomial representatives for the
cohomology classes of Schubert cycles in Grassmannians. Thus the Schur polyno-
mials are naturally indexed by integer partitions. In these contexts, combinatorial
rules for expanding the product of Schur polynomials in the Schur basis has deep
meaning, in the former cases giving the irreducible decomposition of tensor products
or restrictions of modules, and in the latter case giving intersection multiplicities
for Schubert varieties. The celebrated Pieri rule [19], originally stated in the con-
text of Schubert Calculus [24], gives a manifestly positive combinatorial formula
for computing these structure constants when one of the factors has a special form,
namely consists of a single nonzero part. In this case, the Schur expansion is
multiplicity-free, meaning that the only nonzero coefficient appearing is 1.
Demazure [9] generalized the Weyl character formula to certain submodules of
irreducible modules generated by extremal weight spaces under the action of a Borel
subalgebra of a Lie algebra. The Demazure modules originally arose in connection
with Schubert calculus [8] and have since been shown to have deep connections
with certain specializations of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials [22, 11, 3].
A Demazure character is naturally indexed by a highest weight and an element
of the Weyl group, which, in the case of the general linear group, becomes an
integer partition and a permutation. When the permutation is taken to be the
longest element, the Demazure module is the full irreducible module, and so the
corresponding Demazure character is a Schur polynomial. In general, the set of
Demazure characters of the general linear group form a basis of the polynomial
ring often called key polynomials and are indexed by weak compositions obtained
by acting on the given partition with the given permutation. As the key polynomials
form a basis of the polynomial ring containing the Schur polynomials, it is natural to
consider the expansion of a product of key polynomials into the key basis. However
the coefficients appearing are not, in general, nonnegative.
We prove, in Theorem 3.3.6, a cancellation-free combinatorial formula for these
structure constants when one of the factors has a special form parallel to the Pieri
case for Schur polynomials. Moreover, our nonsymmetric Pieri rule is multiplicity-
free in the sense that the only nonzero coefficients appearing are 1 and −1.
Our proof of this new rule is combinatorial, arising via a bijection, stated in The-
orem 3.1.4, on the combinatorial model of Kohnert diagrams [13] that generates key
polynomials. This bijection generalizes the beautiful Robinson–Schensted–Knuth
insertion algorithm [21, 23, 12] that can be used to prove Pieri’s formula for Schur
polynomials. We give simple, direct proofs of the bijection for two extreme cases
in Section 4, and we develop new tools for studying the combinatorics of Kohnert
diagrams to prove the general case in Section 5.
Related to our nonsymmetric Pieri rule, Haglund, Luoto, Mason and van Willi-
genburg [10] give a nonnegative combinatorial formula for the key expansion of
a product of a key polynomial and a Schur polynomial with a certain number of
variables. Our formula is more general in that we do not restrict the number of
variables for the Schur polynomial, though it is less general in that we consider
only Schur polynomials indexed by partitions with one part. When both formulas
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apply, we are in one of the extremal cases where our proof simplifies greatly to give
a simpler proof and formula than what is given in [10].
Assaf and McNamara give a skew Pieri rule [6] involving signs that is also proved
by generalizing Robinson–Schensted–Knuth insertion, but the proof there uses a
sign-reversing involution to cancel terms. In contrast, the signs in our nonsymmetric
Pieri formula arise from the fact that the image of the bijection induced by insertion
is to a union of objects that is, in general, not disjoint. As a corollary, in Section 6.3,
we characterize when the union in the image is disjoint, and thus characterize when
the key expansion of the product of key polynomial and a single-part key polynomial
is nonnegative. We apply these characterizations to the Schubert polynomials of
Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [14], providing geometric motivation for these results.
2. Key combinatorics
Schur polynomials may be defined combinatorially as the generating polynomials
of semistandard Young tableaux, certain positive integer fillings of Young diagrams,
graphical representations of integer partitions as diagrams of unit cells in the plane.
The Demazure characters for the general linear group, studied combinatorially as
standard bases by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [15] and Kohnert [13], then under
the name key polynomials by Reiner and Shimozono [20], Mason [17], Assaf and
Searles [5], Assaf [2] and others, can be characterized in many equivalent ways. In
Section 2.2, we review Kohnert’s [13] elegant combinatorial algorithm for computing
a key polynomial based on diagrams, which lies at the heart of our Pieri rule for key
polynomials. In Section 2.3, we review a partial order on weak compositions studied
by Assaf and Searles [5] that allows us to characterize when diagrams corresponding
to one key polynomial also correspond to another.
2.1. Young tableaux. Throughout, we fix a positive integer n and consider poly-
nomials in variables x1, x2, . . . , xn.
A partition λ of m is sequence (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λℓ > 0) of non-negative integers that
sum to m. We insist ℓ ≤ n and set λi = 0 for all ℓ < i ≤ n. We draw the Young
diagram of a partition λ in English notation as the set of left justified unit cells
with λn−i+1 cells in row i indexed from the bottom as depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. The Young diagram for the partition (5, 4, 4, 1).
A semistandard Young tableau of shape λ is a filling of the cells of the Young
diagram of λ with positive integers such that entries weakly increase left to right
along rows and strictly increase top to bottom down columns. Let SSYTn(λ) denote
the set of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ with image in {1, 2, . . . , n}. Here
we emphasize that entries may not exceed n. For example, the semistandard Young
tableaux of shape (3, 2) with largest entry 3 are given in Fig. 2.
A weak composition a = (a1, . . . , an) is a sequence n of nonnegative integers.
To each semistandard Young tableau T , we associate the weak composition wt(T )
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1 1 1
2 2
1 1 1
2 3
1 1 1
3 3
1 1 2
2 2
1 1 3
2 2
1 1 2
2 3
1 1 2
3 3
1 1 3
2 3
1 1 3
3 3
1 2 2
2 3
1 2 2
3 3
1 2 3
2 3
1 2 3
3 3
2 2 2
3 3
2 2 3
3 3
Figure 2. The set SSYT3(3, 2) of semistandard Young tableaux
of shape (3, 2) with largest entry 3.
whose ith component is equal to the number of occurrences of i in T . For example,
the weights of the first column of Fig. 2 are (3, 2, 0), (2, 0, 3), from top to bottom.
Classically, Schur polynomials may be defined combinatorially as the generating
polynomials of semistandard Young tableaux as follows.
Definition 2.1.1. The Schur polynomial sλ(x1, . . . , xn) is given by
(2.1.1) sλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
T∈SSYTn(λ)
x
wt(T )1
1 · · ·x
wt(T )n
n .
For example, from Fig. 2 we compute the Schur polynomial
s(3,2)(x1, x2, x3) = x
2
2x
3
3 + x1x2x
3
3 + x
2
1x
3
3 + x
3
2x
2
3 + 2x1x
2
2x
2
3 + 2x
2
1x2x
2
3
+x31x
2
3 + x1x
3
2x3 + 2x
2
1x
2
2x3 + x
3
1x2x3 + x
2
1x
3
2 + x
3
1x
2
2.
2.2. Kohnert diagrams. A diagram is any finite collection of unit cells in the
first quadrant. To distinguish between generic diagrams and Young diagrams, we
draw cells of generic diagrams as unit circles.
The key diagram of a weak composition a, denoted by keya as the set of left
justified cells with ai in row i indexed in Cartesian coordinates. For example,
Fig. 3 shows the key diagram for the weak composition (4, 1, 5, 0, 4).
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣❣
Figure 3. The key diagram for the weak composition (4, 1, 5, 0, 4).
Definition 2.2.1 ([13]). A Kohnert move on a diagram selects the rightmost cell
of a given row and moves the cell down within its column to the first available
position below, if it exists, jumping over other cells in its way as needed.
Denote the set of diagrams that can be obtained by Kohnert moves from the
key diagram keya by KD(a). Note that there might be multiple ways to obtain
a diagram from different Kohnert moves of a given diagram, but each resulting
diagram is included in the set exactly once.
Example 2.2.2. To construct the set KD(0, 3, 2) of Kohnert diagrams for (0, 3, 2),
we begin with the key diagram key(0,3,2) show at the top of Fig. 4. Selecting the
second row, we may move the rightmost cell down to the first. Selecting the third
row, we must also move the rightmost cell down to the first row, jumping over the
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cell in the same column and second row. Fig. 4 shows all diagrams that can be
obtained via Kohnert moves from the key diagram of (0, 3, 2).
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣
Figure 4. Construction of Kohnert diagrams for (0, 3, 2), where
southeast edges indicate Kohnert moves on the second row, and
south or southwest edges indicate Kohnert moves on the third row.
To each diagram T of cells in the first quadrant we associate the weak com-
position wt(T ) whose ith component is equal to the number of cells in row i of
T . For example, the weights of diagrams in the leftmost column of Fig. 4 are
(0, 3, 2), (1, 3, 1), (2, 3, 0), from top to bottom.
We take as our definition the following result of Kohnert [13] that characterizes
key polynomials as the generating polynomials for Kohnert diagrams.
Definition 2.2.3. The key polynomial κa is given by
(2.2.1) κa =
∑
T∈KD(a)
x
wt(T )1
1 · · ·x
wt(T )n
n .
For example, from Fig. 4 we compute
κ(0,3,2) = x
3
2x
2
3 + x1x
2
2x
2
3 + x
2
1x2x
2
3 + x
3
1x
2
3 + x
2
1x
2
2x3
+x31x2x3 + x
3
1x
2
2 + x1x
3
2x3 + x
2
1x
3
2.
Assaf and Searles [5, Definition 4.5] give an explicit map between Kohnert di-
agrams for a and semistandard Young tableaux of shape sort(a) that is always
injective and is surjective if and only if a is weakly increasing [5, Theorem 4.6].
Proposition 2.2.4 ([5]). The map that places entry n − i + 1 in each cell of row
i and raises cells of the diagram of a to partition shape λ is a well-defined, weight-
reversing, injective map KD(a) →֒ SSYTn(λ), where λ = sort(a). Moreover, this
map is a bijection if and only if a is weakly increasing.
Example 2.2.5. Consider the diagram T on the left of Fig. 5, which is a Kohnert
diagram for the weak composition (4, 1, 5, 0, 4). We label the cells in row i with
label 5− i+ 1 as shown, then raise the cells to the semistandard Young tableau of
shape (5, 4, 4, 1) shown on the right of Fig. 5.
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❣❣
❣
❣❣ ❣
❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
label
−−−→ ❣1 ❣1 ❣2
❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣4 ❣4 ❣4 ❣4
❣5 ❣5 ❣5 ❣5
raise
−−−→ 1 1 2 3 4
3 3 4 4
4 5 5 5
5
Figure 5. An example of the injective map from Kohnert dia-
grams to semistandard Young tableaux.
In particular, this immediately gives a combinatorial proof of the following.
Corollary 2.2.6 ([16]). For a weakly increasing of length n, we have
(2.2.2) κa = srev(a)(x1, . . . , xn),
where rev(a) is the partition (an, an−1, . . . , a1).
Note that κ(0,3,2) is not equal to s(3,2)(x1, x2, x3), as the map in this case is not
surjective. However, every Kohnert diagram for (0, 3, 2) is also a Kohnert diagram
for (0, 2, 3), i.e. KD(0, 3, 2) ⊂ KD(0, 2, 3). Containment of Kohnert diagrams leads
to a useful partial order on weak compositions that we explore next.
2.3. Left swap order. Not all diagrams, for instance the diagram with two cells
in positions (1, 1) and (2, 2), can result from Kohnert moves on key diagrams. We
will often need to distinguish between diagrams that can arise from Kohnert moves
on a key diagram with those that cannot.
Definition 2.3.1. A diagram T is a generic Kohnert diagram if there exists a weak
composition a for which T ∈ KD(a).
Assaf and Searles [5, Lemma 2.2] give a useful criterion to determine if T is a
generic Kohnert diagram.
Proposition 2.3.2 ([5]). A diagram T is a Kohnert diagram for some weak com-
position if and only if for every position (c, r) ∈ N× N with c > 1, we have
(2.3.1) #{(c− 1, s) ∈ T | s ≥ r} ≥ #{(c, s) ∈ T | s ≥ r}.
Given a diagram T , the column weight of T , denote by cwt(T ), the weak compo-
sition whose ith part is the number of cells in the ith column of T . Abusing notation,
given a weak composition a, the column weight of a is cwt(a) = cwt(keya).
We have the following immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.2.
Corollary 2.3.3. The column weight of a generic Kohnert diagram is a partition.
Since Kohnert moves preserve the column weight, we may define a partial order
on generic Kohnert diagrams with fixed column weight µ by S ≺ T whenever S can
be obtained from T by a sequence of Kohnert moves. For example, Fig. 4 gives the
Hasse diagram for this partial order restricted to KD(0, 3, 2). This partial order
is neither ranked nor is it a lattice, though it does have a unique bottom element
keyµ′ , where µ
′ is the conjugate of µ determined by µ′i = #{k | µk ≥ i}.
Related to this order, Assaf and Searles [5] considered a partial order on weak
compositions that sort to a given partition defined as follows.
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Definition 2.3.4 ([5]). A left swap on a weak composition a = (a1, a2, · · · ) ex-
changes two parts ai < aj with i < j. The left swap order on weak compositions is
the transitive closure of the relations b  a whenever b is a left swap of a.
(0, 2, 2, 3)
(2, 0, 2, 3) (0, 2, 3, 2)
(2, 2, 0, 3) (2, 0, 3, 2) (0, 3, 2, 2)
(2, 2, 3, 0) (2, 3, 0, 2) (3, 0, 2, 2)
(2, 3, 2, 0) (3, 2, 0, 2)
(3, 2, 2, 0)
Figure 6. The left swap order on weak compositions of length 4
that sort to the partition (3, 2, 2).
Example 2.3.5. Setting n = 4 and taking λ = (3, 2, 2), the Hasse diagram for the
left swap order on weak compositions of length n that sort to λ is shown in Fig. 6.
Notice unlike the partial order in Fig. 4, this order is ranked by co-inversions, the
number of pairs (i, j) such that i < j and ai < aj.
Given a weak composition a, let lswap(a) denote the set of weak compositions
b for which b  a. For example, we have
lswap(0, 3, 2) = {(0, 3, 2), (3, 0, 2), (3, 2, 0), (2, 3, 0)}.
Notice the remaining two weak compositions that sort to the partition (3, 2), namely
(2, 0, 3) and (0, 2, 3), are not included in this set. Comparing with Fig. 4, the weak
compositions in lswap(0, 3, 2) are precisely those whose key diagrams are Kohnert
diagrams for (0, 3, 2), and this observation holds in general. To prove this, we
require the following definition from [5, Definition 3.5].
Definition 2.3.6 ([5]). The thread decomposition of a generic Kohnert diagram
partitions the cells into threads as follows. Beginning with the rightmost column,
select the lowest available cell to begin the thread. After threading a cell in column
j+1, thread the lowest available cell in column j that is weakly above the threaded
cell in column j + 1. Continue the thread until all columns are threaded or no
choices remain. Continue threading until all cells are part of some thread.
As noted in [5], Proposition 2.3.2 ensures each thread of the thread decomposition
ends in the first column. Following [5, Lemma 3.6], we may define the thread weight
of a Kohnert diagram T to be the weak composition θ(T ) whose ith part is the
number of cells in the thread occupying row i in the first column of T .
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Example 2.3.7. Consider the generic Kohnert diagram T shown in Fig. 7. We
begin threading in column 5 as shown in the second diagram where we label the
cells of the thread with entry 3 since the thread terminates in row 3. The next
thread begins in column 4 with the cell in row 1, and the cells of this thread are
labeled by the terminal row 1. We next thread in column 4, row 3, and we label this
thread with 5. The final thread consists of the single remaining cell in row 2, which
gets label 2. The resulting thread weight of this diagram is θ(T ) = (4, 1, 5, 0, 4).
❣❣
❣
❣❣ ❣
❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣3 ❣3 ❣
❣ ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣3 ❣3 ❣
❣ ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣1 ❣1 ❣1 ❣1
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣ ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣1 ❣1 ❣1 ❣1
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣2 ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣1 ❣1 ❣1 ❣1
Figure 7. An example of thread decomposition of a generic Kohn-
ert diagram, where the cells of a given thread are labeled the same.
Implicit in [5, Theorem 3.7], we have the following useful fact.
Lemma 2.3.8 ([5]). For a generic Kohnert diagram T , we have T ∈ KD(a) if and
only if θ(T )  a.
An easy and exceedingly useful consequence of this fact is the following.
Proposition 2.3.9. Given weak compositions a and b, we have b  a if and only
if keyb ∈ KD(a).
Proof. Suppose b is obtained from a by a left swap for i < j. Beginning with
keya, we may apply a Kohnert move to row j until the cell lands in row i below it,
jumping over cells in rows k if ak ≥ aj . Repeating this for the rightmost aj − ai
cells in row j, we obtain keyb. Thus keyb is a Kohnert diagram for a.
Conversely, suppose keyb ∈ KD(a). By Definition 2.3.6, the threads of a key
diagram necessarily consist of all cells in a given row, and so θ(keyb) = b. Thus
by Lemma 2.3.8, we have b  a. 
3. Key formula
The Pieri rule for Schur polynomials has an elegant description in terms of
adding cells to Young diagrams. A beautiful combinatorial proof uses the insertion
algorithm of Schensted [23] based on ideas of Robinson [21] and later generalized
by Knuth [12] that takes a pair of semistandard Young tableaux, the latter being a
single row, and maps it bijectively to another single semistandard Young tableau.
Analogous to this, in Section 3.1, we state our first main result giving a similar
bijection that takes a pair of Kohnert diagrams, the latter being a single box, and
maps it bijectively to another Kohnert diagram. Our expression for the union in the
image of our bijection has redundancy, and in Section 3.2 we reduce the indexing set
to the maximal elements which can be described in terms of addable cells, parallel
to the classical case. The image of the tableaux under RSK form a disjoint union,
from which the Schur expansion of the product of Schur polynomials can be deduced
easily via generating polynomials. In Section 3.3, we state our second main result
giving an inclusion-exclusion formula for the key expansion of the product of key
polynomials from our bijection for which the unions in the image are not disjoint.
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3.1. Main result. An elegant combinatorial proof of the Pieri rule for Schur poly-
nomials [19] uses the following consequence of the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth in-
sertion algorithm [21, 23, 12] on semistandard Young tableaux.
Theorem 3.1.1 ([23]). Given any partition λ of length at most n, there exists a
weight-preserving bijection
(3.1.1) SSYTn(λ)× SSYTn(1)
∼
−→
⊔
µ⊃λ
|µ/λ|=1
SSYTn(µ).
The image of the bijection in Theorem 3.1.1 induced by RSK insertion is disjoint.
Therefore we may take generating polynomials to obtain Pieri’s rule for multiplying
Schur polynomials [19] as an immediate corollary.
Theorem 3.1.2 ([19]). Given any partition λ of length at most n, we have
(3.1.2) sλ(x1, . . . , xn) · s(1)(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
µ⊃λ
|µ/λ|=1
sµ(x1, . . . , xn).
The partitions µ appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.1) can be described
in terms of addable cells for the Young diagram of the partition λ. A cell not in
the Young diagram of λ is an addable cell for λ if the union of λ and the cell is the
Young diagram of a partition.
•
•
•
•
Figure 8. The four addable cells (•) for the partition (5, 4, 4, 1).
Example 3.1.3. The partition λ = (5, 4, 4, 1) has four addable cells illustrated in
Fig. 8. Therefore Theorem 3.1.1 ensures the existence of a bijection
SSYTn(5, 4, 4, 1)× SSYTn(1)
∼
−→
SSYTn(5, 4, 4, 1, 1)⊔ SSYTn(5, 4, 4, 2)⊔ SSYTn(5, 5, 4, 1) ⊔ SSYTn(6, 4, 4, 1),
assuming n ≥ 5. If n = 4, then the first term on the right is omitted. Since the
union on the right is disjoint, taking generating polynomials immediately gives
s(5,4,4,1)s(1) = s(5,4,4,1,1) + s(5,4,4,2) + s(5,5,4,1) + s(6,4,4,1).
The analogous statement for key polynomials is more subtle. Now the images
we want must be key diagrams of weak compositions, but we also allow downward
movement within the left swap order before adding a cell.
Furthermore, the key polynomial product requires an additional parameter k
that governs the number of variables in the right term of the product. Given a
positive integer k ≤ n, let ek denote the weak composition with a single nonzero
part of value 1 in position k, i.e. ek = (0
k−1, 1, 0n−k).
Our bijection, whose proof comprises Section 4, is stated succinctly as follows.
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Theorem 3.1.4. Given any weak composition a and any positive integer k ≤ n,
there exists a weight-preserving bijection
(3.1.3) KD(a)×KD(ek)
∼
−→
⋃
ba
1≤j≤k
KD(b+ ej),
where the addition of weak compositions on the right is coordinate-wise.
Notice Theorem 3.1.4 generalizes Theorem 3.1.1 in the following way.
Corollary 3.1.5. For a a weakly increasing weak composition, we have a bijection
(3.1.4) KD(a)×KD(en)
∼
−→
⊔
1≤j≤n
aj<aj+1
KD(a+ ej).
In particular, by Proposition 2.2.4, Theorem 3.1.4 implies Theorem 3.1.1.
Proof. We consider the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.3) when a is weakly increasing
and k = n. We claim first that⋃
ba
1≤j≤n
KD(b+ ej) =
⋃
1≤j≤n
KD(a+ ej).
To see this, suppose b ≺ a. Then for any j ≤ n, we have b + ej ≺ a + ei
where i ≥ j is the largest index for which bj = ai. Therefore by Proposition 2.3.9,
KD(b + ej) ⊂ KD(a + ei). Therefore the pair (b, j) can be removed from the
indexing set for all j, proving the claimed equality. Similarly, if aj = aj+1, then
a + ej ≺ a + ej+1, so again by Proposition 2.3.9, KD(a + ej) ⊂ KD(a + ej+1)
and so the index j may be removed from the union on the right. Since a is weakly
increasing, the indexing is as stated. Moreover, the set of pairs (a, j) for j such
that aj < aj+1 result in weak compositions a + ej with different column weights,
and so the union must be disjoint. The result now follows from Theorem 3.1.4. 
We make note of two key differences between Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 3.1.1.
First, by Proposition 2.3.9, the union on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.3) has re-
dundancy whenever b′+ej′ ≺ b+ej for some b
′,b  a and some j′, j ≤ k. Second,
the image of the bijection in Theorem 3.1.4 is not, in general, disjoint, even after
accounting for this redundancy. Therefore when taking generating polynomials, we
must use inclusion–exclusion to account for the nontrivial intersections.
Example 3.1.6. Consider the weak composition (4, 1, 5, 0, 4) and the integer k = 3.
Theorem 3.1.4 states that there exists a bijection that maps pairs of Kohnert dia-
grams (T, U) ∈ KD(4, 1, 5, 0, 4)×KD(0, 0, 1, 0, 0) onto the set of Kohnert diagrams
obtained from weak compositions of the form b+ ej , where b ∈ lswap(4, 1, 5, 0, 4)
and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The 14 weak compositions in lswap(4, 1, 5, 0, 4) give up to 42 terms
on the right hand side. However, after filtering those terms by Proposition 2.3.9,
only four maximal terms remain. Thus, for this case, Theorem 3.1.4 is equivalent
to the existence of a bijection
KD(4, 1, 5, 0, 4)×KD(0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
∼
−→
KD(4, 2, 5, 0, 4)∪KD(4, 5, 5, 0, 1)∪KD(5, 1, 5, 0, 4)∪KD(4, 1, 6, 0, 4).
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Of these four sets, all have distinct column weights and so are pairwise disjoint
except for the middle two, which have nontrivial intersection given by
KD(4, 5, 5, 0, 1) ∩KD(5, 1, 5, 0, 4) = KD(5, 4, 5, 0, 1).
Therefore taking generating polynomials gives the signed expansion
κ(4,1,5,0,4)κ(0,0,1,0,0) = κ(4,2,5,0,4) + κ(4,5,5,0,1) + κ(5,1,5,0,4) − κ(5,4,5,0,1) + κ(4,1,6,0,4).
3.2. Addable cells. As suggested by Corollary 3.1.5, the maximal, in the sense of
Proposition 2.3.9, weak compositions appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.3)
can be described in terms of addable cells for key diagrams.
Definition 3.2.1. Given a weak composition a, the cell in row r and column c is
an addable cell for a if ar < c and there exists s ≥ r such that as = c− 1.
For partitions, we may add a cell in row r and column c only if row r has length
c− 1. For weak compositions, this condition is relaxed so that row r has length at
most c − 1 and some row s weakly above row r has length exactly c− 1 since the
excess cells of row s can be dropped down to row r via Kohnert moves.
Example 3.2.2. Consider a = (4, 1, 5, 0, 4) and k = 3. The three addable cells
corresponding to a+ ej for j = 1, 2, 3 are depicted on the left side of Fig. 9. These
are the cells for which row r has length exactly c− 1. In addition to this, the cell in
row 2 and column 5 is also addable since row 5 > 2 has length 4 = c−1, as indicated
in the right side of Fig. 9. In order to realize this addition in the form b+ e2, we
must drop the supporting cells in row 5 down to row 2, giving b = (4, 4, 5, 0, 1) ≺ a.
Notice these four additions are precisely the four maximal terms found in Ex. 3.1.6.
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣•
❣•
❣❣❣❣•
❣❣× ❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣ •
❣❣❣❣
Figure 9. The four 3-addable cells (•) for the weak composition
(4, 1, 5, 0, 4), where for the right diagram we use (4, 4, 5, 0, 1) ≺
(4, 1, 5, 0, 4) to support the addable cell.
When the cell in row r and column c is an addable cell for a, we also require a
way to construct the weak composition b  a such that b+ er appears as a term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.3) corresponding to this addition.
Definition 3.2.3. Given a weak composition a and an addable position (c, r), the
maximal support composition for a at (c, r) is the weak composition
(3.2.1) supp(c,r)a = tr0,r1 · · · trq−1,rq · a,
where ti,j is the transposition interchanging parts in positions i and j, and r = r0 <
r1 < · · · < rq is the unique increasing sequence of row indices such that ari−1 < ari
and if ri−1 < s < ri, then either as ≤ ari−1 or as > ari .
Example 3.2.4. Consider the weak composition a = (4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4) and
k = 6. To find addable cells in column c = 5, we look for a row index r ≤ k for which
ar < c, giving options of r = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 depicted in Fig. 10. By Definition 3.2.1,
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rows 4, 5, 6 require the existence of a row index l > r for which al = c − 1, and
since a10 = c− 1, this condition is met. Considering the cell in row 5, the maximal
support composition is constructed using the sequence r0 = 5 < 6 < 8 < 10 so
that the cells in each of these rows marked by ❣× drop down to row 5 to create
supp
(5,5)
a = (4, 6, 4, 3, 4, 1, 0, 1, 5, 2). The maximal support compositions for the
other addable cells in column c are similarly marked in Fig. 10.
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣×
❣
❣+ + + •
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣×
❣
❣×
+ + + + •
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣+ •
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣•
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣•
Figure 10. The five addable cells (•) for (4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4)
in column 5. Here the marked cells (⊗) drop to positions (+) in
row r in creating the maximal support composition. The first,
third and fourth are 6-addable but the second and fifth are not.
We can now re-characterize the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1.3) in terms of addable
cells, making our first reduction in the terms in the union.
Lemma 3.2.5. Given a weak composition a and positive integer k ≤ n, we have
(3.2.2)
⋃
ba
1≤j≤k
KD(b+ ej) =
⋃
1≤j≤k
(c,j) addable for a
KD(supp(c,j)a + ej).
Proof. By Definition 3.2.3, we have supp
(c,j)
a  a, and so we have containment of
the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2.2) in the left-hand side. For the other direction,
suppose b  a and j ≤ k satisfies bj = c − 1. Then by the choice of ri’s in
Definition 3.2.3, b  supp
(c,j)
a , and so b + ej  supp
(c,j)
a + ej. Therefore, by
Proposition 2.3.9, KD(b + ej) ⊆ KD(supp
(c,j)
a + ej), and so we may eliminate
these terms from the union on the left, giving the desired equality. 
Lemma 3.2.5 reduces the index set for the union in Eq. (3.1.3) to addable cells
for a. In order to characterize the maximal terms for the union, we strengthen
Definition 3.2.1 to the following notion of k-addable cells.
Definition 3.2.6. Given a weak composition a and positive integer k, the cell in
row r ≤ k and column c is a k-addable cell for a if
(1) ar < c and if ar < c− 1, then there exists some l > k such that al = c− 1;
(2) for all r < i ≤ k, either ai < ar or ai ≥ c.
Notice Definition 3.2.6(1) is stronger than Definition 3.2.1 since in this case we
require the supporting row to be above row k, not just above row r. Taken together,
the conditions of Definition 3.2.6 imply a k-addable cell is an addable cell such that
none of the row indices in Definition 3.2.3 except the first lies below row k.
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Example 3.2.7. Continuing with Ex. 3.2.4, Definition 3.2.6(1) is met for all rows
since a10 = c− 1. Checking Definition 3.2.6(2) eliminates rows 1 and 5, and so the
only k-addable cells in column c occur in rows 3, 4, 6. Notice above each eliminated
row sits another that is k-addable.
Lemma 3.2.8. Given a weak composition a and a positive integer k, if c is a
column index for which there exists some row index r ≤ k such that (c, r) is an
addable cell for a, then there exists a row index r ≤ s ≤ k such that (c, s) is
k-addable for a and supp
(c,r)
a  supp
(c,s)
a .
Proof. If (c, r) is k-addable for a, then we may take s = r. Otherwise, we consider
three cases based on how (c, r) fails to be k-addable for a.
Suppose Definition 3.2.6(1) fails for (c, r). Since (c, r) is addable, there exists
a maximal row index s such that r < s ≤ k and as = c − 1. Then (c, s) is k-
addable, satisfying Definition 3.2.6(1) since as = c−1 and Definition 3.2.6(2) since,
by choice of s, no row index i > s has ai = c − 1. Moreover, the final index t
appearing in Definition 3.2.3 for (c, r) satisfies t ≤ s and at = as, ensuring we have
supp
(c,r)
a  supp
(c,t)
a  supp
(c,s)
a as desired.
Suppose Definition 3.2.6(1) holds but Definition 3.2.6(2) fails for (c, r) with some
index r < i ≤ k for which ar < ai ≤ c − 1. Then there exists a row index j ≤ k
appearing in Definition 3.2.3 for (c, r), and we may take s′ to be the maximum such
index. Define s to be the largest row index such that s ≤ k and as = as′ . Then (c, s)
is k-addable, satisfying Definition 3.2.6(1) since (c, r) does and Definition 3.2.6(2)
since by Definition 3.2.3 for (c, r), no row index i > s has as < ai ≤ c − 1 and by
choice of s no row index i > s has as = ai. Moreover, since s
′ ≤ s and as′ = as, we
have supp
(c,r)
a  supp
(c,s′)
a  supp
(c,s)
a as desired.
Suppose Definition 3.2.6(1) holds but Definition 3.2.6(2) fails for (c, r) only for
some index r < i ≤ k for which ai = ar. We may take s to be the maximal index
such that r < s ≤ k and as = ar. By Definition 3.2.3, the sequences of row indices
for the cells (c, r) and (c, s) differ only for the first index r0, and no other index is
weakly less than k. In particular, (c, s) is k-addable, satisfying Definition 3.2.6(1)
since (c, r) does and Definition 3.2.6(2) since by Definition 3.2.3 for (c, r), no row
index i > s has as < ai ≤ c− 1 and by choice of s no row index i > s has as = ai.
Once again, since r ≤ s and ar = as, we have supp
(c,r)
a  supp
(c,s)
a as desired. 
Lemma 3.2.8 allows us to reduce the indexing set on the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.2.2) still further, and indeed this is the most we can reduce it.
Lemma 3.2.9. Given a weak composition a and a positive integer k, if both (c, r)
and (c, s) are k-addable cells for a with r < s, then ar > as and supp
(c,r)
a + er and
supp
(c,s)
a + es are incomparable in left swap order.
Proof. Since both cells (c, r) and (c, s) are addable, we must have ar, as < c. Since
(c, r) is k-addable, by Definition 3.2.6(2) we must have ar > as. The first r − 1
parts of supp
(c,r)
a + er and supp
(c,s)
a + es must agree, and the rth part of the
former is strictly larger, ensuring it cannot be above the latter in left swap order by
Proposition 2.3.9. On the other hand, there are ar − as > 0 fewer cells above row
k in the latter than in the former, ensuring the latter cannot be above the former
in left swap order. Thus the two are incomparable. 
We may now state the minimal indexing set for the union in Eq. (3.1.3).
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Theorem 3.2.10. For a weak composition a and positive integer k, we have
(3.2.3)
⋃
ba
1≤j≤k
KD(b+ ej) =
⋃
1≤j≤k
(c,j) k-addable for a
KD(supp(c,j)a + ej),
where no term on the right is strictly contained in another.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.8, if (c, r) is an addable cell for a that it not k-addable, then
there exists a k-addable cell (c, s) such that supp
(c,r)
a  supp
(c,s)
a . Since r < s, we
also have supp
(c,r)
a + er  supp
(c,s)
a + es. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3.9, the set
of Kohnert diagrams of the former is contained in the set of Kohnert diagrams of
the latter, so the addable cell (c, r) may be removed from the indexing set on the
right side of Eq. (3.2.2). Thus the equality follows from Lemma 3.2.5.
To see that the terms on the right side of Eq. (3.2.3) are pairwise not contained
in one another, note that for c′ 6= c, the column weights of supp
(c,j′)
a + ej′ and
supp
(c,j)
a + ej are different, regardless of the values for j
′, j, and so the sets of
Kohnert diagrams in this case are disjoint. For cells added within the same column,
Lemma 3.2.9 ensures there is no pairwise containment. 
3.3. Drop sets. The image of the bijection in Theorem 3.1.1 induced by RSK
insertion is disjoint. Therefore we may take generating polynomials to obtain Pieri’s
rule for multiplying Schur polynomials as an immediate corollary.
In contrast with this, the image of the bijection in Theorem 3.1.4 is not, in
general, disjoint. Therefore when taking generating polynomials to obtain our
key analog of Pieri’s rule for multiplying key polynomials, we must use inclusion–
exclusion to account for the nontrivial intersections.
As remarked in the proof of Theorem 3.2.10, if c′ 6= c, then the column weights
of supp
(c,j′)
a + ej′ and supp
(c,j)
a + ej are different, regardless of the values for j
′, j,
and so the sets of Kohnert diagrams in this case are disjoint. Therefore we focus
our attention on cells added within a given column.
Definition 3.3.1. Given a weak composition a, a positive integer k, and a column
index c, the k-addable row set for a in column c is given by
(3.3.1) Rowca,k = {r ≤ k | (c, r) is k-addable for a}.
We say that c is a k-addable column for a whenever the set Rowca,k is nonempty.
By Lemma 3.2.9, if we take elements of Rowca,k as increasing, r1 < · · · < rp, then
the corresponding parts of a are decreasing, ar1 > · · · > arp .
Similar to Definition 3.2.3, we can construct the weak compositions that index
the intersections of the sets KD(supp
(c,r)
a + er) using left swap order.
Definition 3.3.2. Let a be a weak composition, k a positive integer, and c a k-
addable column for a. Given a nonempty subset R ⊆ Rowca,k, the maximal drop
composition for a in column column c at rows R is the weak composition
(3.3.2) drop(c,R)a = tr−p,r−p+1 · · · tr−1,r0 · supp
(c,r0)
a ,
where R = {r−p < · · · < r−1 < r0}.
In particular, for singleton sets we have the equivalence drop(c,{r})a = supp
(c,r)
a .
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Example 3.3.3. Consider again the weak composition a = (4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4)
and k = 6. In Ex. 3.2.7 we found three k-addable cells for a in column 5 giving
Rowca,k = {3, 4, 6}. There are three doubleton subsets as well as the entire set to
consider for R, as indicated in Fig. 11. Notice the cells that fall from above row k
are the same as for the maximal support composition of the highest row of R, but
now not all cells fall to the same row.
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣×
❣
❣+ + •
❣❣❣+ •
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣×
❣
❣+ + + •
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣•
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣+ •
❣❣❣❣•
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣×
❣
❣+ + •
❣❣❣+ •
❣❣❣❣•
❣❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
Figure 11. The four nonempty, non-singleton subsets of rows (•)
of the 6-addable cells for (4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4) in column 5. Here
marked cells (⊗) will drop down to the indicated position (+) below
in creating the maximal drop composition.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let a be a weak composition, k a positive integer, and c a k-addable
column for a. Given a nonempty subset R ⊆ Rowca,k and a row index s ∈ Row
c
a,k
such that s > maxR, we have
(3.3.3) KD
(
supp(c,s)a + es
)
∩KD
(
drop(c,R)a + emin(R)
)
=
KD
(
drop(c,R∪{s})a + emin(R)
)
.
Proof. It is immediate from Definition 3.3.2 that drop(c,R)a  supp
(c,max(R))
a for
any nonempty R ⊆ Rowca,k. Since s = max(R ∪ {s}) > min(R), it follows from
Proposition 2.3.9 that
KD
(
drop(c,R∪{s})a + emin(R)
)
⊆ KD
(
supp(c,s)a + es
)
.
Similarly, adding a new maximum row index to R expands the set of cells above
row k that are dropped but does not affect the resulting positions of cells from
max(R) down, so drop(c,R∪{s})a  drop
(c,R)
a . Since min(R ∪ {s}) = min(R), by
Proposition 2.3.9 again we have
KD
(
drop(c,R∪{s})a + emin(R)
)
⊆ KD
(
drop(c,R)a + emin(R)
)
.
Therefore the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3.3) is contained in the left-hand side.
For brevity, let b = drop(c,R∪{s})a + emin(R). Given a generic Kohnert diagram
T such that cwt(T ) = cwt(b) but T 6∈ KD(b), we aim to show T is not contained
in the left-hand side of Eq. (3.3.3). By Lemma 2.3.8, the thread weight of T also
satisfies key
θ(T ) 6∈ KD(b), and so we may assume T = keyθ(T ). Let j denote
the largest index such that no weak composition c  b satisfies ci = wt(T )i for all
i ≥ j. If j > s, then since drop(c,R∪{s})a and supp
(c,s)
a have the same values beyond
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index s, we must have wt(T ) 6 supp
(c,s)
a +es, and so T does not appear in the set
on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.3.3). If j ≤ s, then since drop(c,R∪{s})a and drop
(c,R)
a
have the same values before index s, we must have wt(T ) 6 drop(c,R)a + eminR,
and so again T does not appear in the set on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.3.3). 
Example 3.3.5. Beginning with Theorem 3.2.10 our running example of the weak
composition a = (4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4) with k = 6 in column c = 5 gives⋃
r∈Rowc
a,k
KD(supp(c,r)a + er) = KD(4, 6, 4, 3, 0, 5, 1, 1, 5, 2)
∪KD(4, 6, 4, 5, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 1)
∪KD(4, 6, 5, 3, 0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4).
Taking the generating polynomial by iteratively applying Lemma 3.3.4 gives
κ(4,6,4,3,0,5,1,1,5,2) + κ(4,6,4,5,0,1,1,2,5,1) + κ(4,6,5,3,0,1,1,2,5,4)
− κ(4,6,4,5,0,3,1,1,5,2) − κ(4,6,5,3,0,4,1,1,5,2) − κ(4,6,5,4,0,1,1,2,5,3)
+ κ(4,6,5,4,0,3,1,1,5,2)
We finally have all the ingredients needed to state the key analog of Pieri’s rule.
Theorem 3.3.6. Given a weak composition a and positive integer k, we have
(3.3.4) κa · s(1)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
c k-addable for a
∅ 6=R⊆Rowc
a,k
(−1)#R−1κ
drop
(c,R)
a +emin(R)
.
Moreover, the terms on the right-hand side are pairwise distinct.
Proof. Combining Theorems 3.1.4 and 3.2.10, we have a weight-preserving bijection
KD(a) ×KD(ek)
∼
−→
⋃
1≤j≤k
(c,j) k-addable for a
KD(supp(c,j)a + ej).
The generating polynomial on the left-hand side is κa · s(1)(x1, . . . , xk). The gener-
ating polynomial on the right-hand side can be computed by first noting the sets
are disjoint for different columns c, then using Lemma 3.3.4 iteratively to compute
intersections. The equality now follows from the inclusion–exclusion formula for
intersections of sets. 
In particular, notice the right hand side of Eq. (3.3.4) is nonnegative if and only
if the k-addable row set for a for each k-addable column c is a singleton.
4. Key bijections
We now prove the key Pieri rule for certain extremal cases via a reversible in-
sertion of a single box into a generic Kohnert diagram. This gives an explicit
weight-preserving bijection as asserted in Theorem 3.1.4. To ease notation, given
a weak composition a and a positive integer k, we denote the target space of the
bijection by D(a, k), that is
(4.0.1) D(a, k) =
⋃
ba
1≤j≤k
KD(b+ ej).
In Section 4.1, we give a simple insertion algorithm for the case k = 1, developing
along the way several tools for understanding Kohnert diagrams that are essential
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for all cases. In Section 4.2, we review a generalization of the classical RSK insertion
algorithm on tableaux to an insertion algorithm on diagrams [1, 4]. In Section 4.3,
we use rectification to construct a more subtle insertion algorithm for the case
k ≥ ℓ(a), where ℓ(a) denotes the largest index i for which ai > 0.
4.1. Bottom insertion. The bijection of Theorem 3.1.4 for the case k = 1 is
simple to state, though the proof requires several additional tools.
Definition 4.1.1. Let T be a generic Kohnert diagram, and let
c = min{i | (i, 1) /∈ T }
be the column of the left-most empty position of T in the first row. Then the bottom
insertion map ∆1 sends T to the diagram
(4.1.1) ∆1(T ) = T ⊔ {(c, 1)}.
Example 4.1.2. Consider the weak composition a = (0, 3, 2) and k = 1. Refining
the right-hand side of Theorem 3.1.4 using Theorem 3.2.10, we expect a bijection
KD(0, 3, 2)×KD(1, 0, 0)
∼
→ KD(1, 3, 2) ∪KD(3, 3, 0) ∪KD(4, 0, 2).
Indeed, Fig. 12 shows the images of the Kohnert diagrams in KD(0, 3, 2) (see Fig. 4)
under the bottom insertion map ∆1, which is precisely the union on the right.
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣+
❣❣
❣❣
❣+ ❣
❣❣
❣
❣+ ❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣❣+
❣
❣❣
❣+ ❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣❣+
❣❣
❣❣❣❣+
❣
❣❣❣
❣+ ❣
❣❣❣
❣❣❣+
KD(3, 3, 0)
KD(4, 0, 2)
KD(1, 3, 2)
Figure 12. The Kohnert diagrams for (0, 3, 2) along with the ap-
pended cell (⊕) under the bottom insertion map ∆1.
In order to show ∆1(T ) is a generic Kohnert diagram, we reformulate the crite-
rion given in Proposition 2.3.2 by generalizing the thread decomposition given in
Definition 2.3.6 to matching sequences defined as follows.
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Definition 4.1.3. Let C (respectively, D) be a diagram consisting of cells in some
column i (respectively, i + 1). A matching from D to C is a directed graph with
vertex set D ⊔ C such that for every x ∈ D and every y ∈ C we have
(1) x has out-degree 1 and in-degree 0;
(2) y has out-degree 0 and in-degree at most 1;
(3) if y ← x, then the row index of y is weakly greater than that of x.
For a given matching M , we say a cell x ∈ D matches to a cell y ∈ C, written
(y ← x) or M(x) = y, whenever M has a directed edge from x to y.
Definition 4.1.4. For T an arbitrary diagram, a matching sequence on T is a
directed graph M with vertex set the cells of T such that for every pair of adjacent
columns i and i+ 1 for which column i+ 1 is nonempty in T , the restriction of M
to the cells of T in columns i and i+ 1 is a matching.
If T is a generic Kohnert diagram, then the thread decomposition of T induces
the matching sequence Mθ(T ) on T defined by x matching to y for cells x ∈ T in
column i+ 1 and y ∈ T in column i if and only if x and y are in the same thread.
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣2 ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣1 ❣1 ❣1 ❣1
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣2 ❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣1 ❣2 ❣2 ❣2
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣2 ❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣1 ❣1 ❣1 ❣1
❣5 ❣5
❣5
❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣2 ❣3 ❣3 ❣5
❣1 ❣2 ❣2 ❣2
(4, 1, 5, 0, 4) (1, 4, 5, 0, 4) (4, 1, 4, 0, 5) (1, 4, 4, 0, 5)
Figure 13. The four possible matching sequences of a generic
Kohnert diagram along with their anchor weights (below), where
the matched cells in adjacent columns are labeled the same.
Example 4.1.5. Consider the generic Kohnert diagram from Example 2.3.7. Con-
sidering columns 4 and 5, by Definition 4.1.3(3) there are two possible matchings
since the cell in column 5 cannot match to the cell in column 4, row 1. Continuing
left, the matching is unique for columns 3 and 4 as well as for columns 2 and 3.
However, we again have a choice for columns 1 and 2, with the cell in column 2
row 1 matching either to the cell in column 1 row 1 or the cell in column 1 row 2.
The resulting four possible matching sequences are depicted in Fig. 13. Notice the
leftmost matches the thread decomposition in Fig. 7.
By the Hall Marriage Theorem, the characterization of generic Kohnert diagrams
T in Proposition 2.3.2 is equivalent to the existence of a matching sequence on T .
While matchings allow us to determine if an arbitrary diagram is a generic Kohn-
ert diagram, in order to prove Theorem 3.1.4 we must be able to determine as well
for which weak compositions b a generic Kohnert diagram lies in KD(b).
Definition 4.1.6. Given a matching M on a diagram T , the anchor weight of M
is the weak composition wt(M) whose ith part is the number of cells along the
path in M that terminates in column 1, row i.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let T be a generic Kohnert diagram, and let M be a matching
sequence on T . Then T ∈ KD(wt(M)).
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of columns c occupied by T . If
c = 1, then T is a key diagram with T = keywt(M) ∈ KD(wt(M)).
Suppose c > 1 and assume the result for any generic Kohnert diagram occupying
c− 1 columns. Let T ′ be the diagram obtained from T by removing all the cells in
the first column and pushing each cell in columns 2 to c to the left from position
(i, j) to position (i − 1, j). Let M ′ be the matching sequence on T ′ induced from
M by preserving all the existing matchings between cells in T that were moved left
to get T ′. In particular, T ′ is a generic Kohnert diagram by Proposition 2.3.2, and
by induction we have T ′ ∈ KD(wt(M ′)).
Let T ′′ be the diagram with the same first column as T and the key diagram
keywt(M ′) in columns 2 and beyond. Then T  T
′′, so it suffices to show T ′′ ∈
KD(wt(M)). We do this by induction on the number of connected components of
M . Observe the second column of T ′′ coincides with the first column of T ′, and so
T and T ′′ coincide in the first two columns. Let M ′′ be the matching sequence on
T ′′ defined by M ′′(y) is the cell to the left of y for y strictly right of the second
column, and M ′′(y) =M(y) for y in the second column. Then wt(M ′′) = wt(M).
If M ′′ has one component, then each column of T ′′ beyond the first has at most
one cell. Letting y denote the cell in column 2, we have apply reverse Kohnert
moves to columns 2, 3, and so on until the cell lies in the same row as M ′′(y). The
corresponding matching is preserved, and so T ′′ ∈ KD(wt(M)) as desired. If M ′′
has more than one component, then let x denote the highest cell in the first column
of T ′′, and we may similarly apply reverse Kohnert moves to columns 2, 3, . . . to
the cells on the component of x until they lie in the same row as x. Having done
this, we may remove the top row from the result, correspondingly removing one
component of the matching. By induction, the remainder lifts as well, and so once
again T ′′ ∈ KD(wt(M)). 
We may now strengthen Proposition 2.3.2 as follows.
Theorem 4.1.8. For T an arbitrary diagram, T is a Kohnert diagram for a if and
only if there exists a matching sequence M on T with wt(M)  a.
Proof. If a diagram T is not a generic Kohnert diagram, then by Proposition 2.3.2
both statements are indeed false for all weak compositions a. Suppose, then, T is a
generic Kohnert diagram. Statement (1) implies (2) using the thread decomposition
by Lemma 2.3.8. Finally, to see (2) implies (1), we have T ∈ KD(wt(M)) by
Lemma 4.1.7 and wt(M)  a, so, by Proposition 2.3.9, T ∈ KD(a). 
Theorem 4.1.8 yields the following useful characterization of the left swap order.
Corollary 4.1.9. For weak compositions a and b, we have b  a if and only if
wt(M)  a for some matching sequence M on keyb.
We now have enough tools to show ∆1(T ) is indeed a generic Kohnert diagram.
Moreover, we can show ∆1 sends T to the appropriate target space. That is, if
T ∈ KD(a), then ∆1(T ) ∈ D(a, 1). We will want to show ∆1 is in fact an injective
map, and the following lemma will be instrumental in helping us recover T from
∆1(T ). More generally, we use the following lemma for constructing maps in the
reverse direction from the target space in subsequent sections.
Lemma 4.1.10. Let a be a weak composition. For every diagram U ∈ D(a, n),
there exists a unique column index c such that cwt(U) = cwt(θ(U)) = cwt(a)+ec.
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Moreover, for every weak composition b ∈ lswap(a) and positive integer k ≤ n such
that U ∈ KD(b+ ek), we have c = bk + 1.
Proof. Since U ∈ D(a, n), there exist a weak composition b ∈ lswap(a) and positive
integer k ≤ n such that U ∈ KD(b+ ek). Proposition 2.3.9 implies keyb ∈ KD(a),
and since Kohnert moves preserve column weights, we have cwt(b) = cwt(a).
Therefore the column index bk+1 satisfies the conditions of the proposition for the
diagram keyb+ek . Since U ∈ KD(b+ ek), we have θ(U)  b+ ek by Lemma 2.3.8,
and hence keyθ(U) ∈ KD(b+ek) by Proposition 2.3.9. Again, since Kohnert moves
preserve column weights, it follows that bk + 1 satisfies the given conditions.
Notice keyb+ek ∈ D(a, n), and since b  a, we have cwt(b) = cwt(a). It follows
that bk +1 is the unique column index satisfying the conditions above for keyb+ek .
Now, since U ∈ KD(b+ ek) and since Kohnert moves preserve column weights, we
have cwt(U) = cwt(keyb+ek) = cwt(b+ ek). Therefore, c = bk + 1. 
Definition 4.1.11. For a a weak composition and U ∈ D(a, n), the added column
(with respect to a) of U is the unique column index satisfying Lemma 4.1.10.
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣❣ ❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
key(4,1,5,0,4) U keyθ(U)
Figure 14. A generic Kohnert diagram U in D((4, 1, 5, 0, 4), n)
for n ≥ 3 with added column 2.
Example 4.1.12. Let a = (4, 1, 5, 0, 4), and consider the generic Kohnert diagram
U in Fig. 14. We have cwt(U) = (4, 4, 3, 3, 1) = cwt(a) + e2, and so U has added
column c = 2. Furthermore, θ(U) = (4, 5, 2, 0, 4) = b+e3 where b = (4, 5, 1, 0, 4) ≺
a. Thus we have U ∈ KD(b+ e3) and indeed c = b3 + 1.
Theorem 4.1.13. For each weak composition a, the map ∆1 induces a weight-
preserving bijection
(4.1.2) KD(a)×KD(e1)
∼
−→ D(a, 1).
In particular, Theorem 3.1.4 is proved for k = 1.
Proof. Let T ∈ KD(a), and consider the matching sequence M = MθT on T .
Since (c, 1) is the left-most empty position of T in row 1, the thread decomposition
algorithm implies that the path
P = (1, 1)← (2, 1)← · · · ← (c− 1, 1)
is a (weakly) connected component of M . We can extend P by appending the
matching (c− 1, 1)← (c, 1) to it. It follows that the directed graph
M ′ =M ∪ ((c− 1, 1)← (c, 1))
is a matching sequence with anchor weight
wt(M ′) = θ(T ) + e1.
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Thus, ∆1(T ) = T⊔{(c, 1)} ∈ KD(θ(T )+e1) (by Theorem 4.1.8), and since θ(T )  a
(by Lemma 2.3.8), we have ∆1(T ) ∈ D(a, 1).
Since T ∈ KD(a) and Kohnert moves preserve column weights, it follows that
cwt(T ) = cwt(a). So by Lemma 4.1.10, c is the added column of ∆1(T ), and we
may recover T from ∆1(T ).
On the other hand, for every diagram U ∈ D(a, 1), we have U ∈ KD(b + e1)
for some weak composition b ∈ lswap(a). Now consider the thread decomposition
M = Mθ(U) on U . By Theorem 4.1.8, θ(M)  b + e1. In particular, U must
occupy every position in row 1 at every column 1 to b1 + 1.
Let x ∈ U be the cell at position (b1 +1, 1). Then x must be in the same thread
at the cell in position (1, 1), and it must be the rightmost cell of that thread. In
particular, removing x from both U and M gives a matching sequence on U \ {x}
with anchor weight b. By Theorem 4.1.8, we have U \ {x} ∈ KD(b) ⊂ KD(a).
Since row(x) = 1 and the diagram U \ {x} occupies every position in row 1 left of
x, we have ∆1(U \{x}) = U . It also follows from Lemma 4.1.10 that col(x) = b1+1
is the added column of U .
Hence, the map ∆1 : KD(a) −→ D(a, 1) has an inverse that is well-defined on
the target space. The desired bijection follows. 
4.2. Rectification. Not every diagram is a generic Kohnert diagram. The criterion
of Proposition 2.3.2 extends to a measurable way of identifying where and to what
extent a diagram fails to be a generic Kohnert diagram.
Definition 4.2.1. Let T be an arbitrary diagram. For each position (c, r) with
c > 1, define
(4.2.1) mT (c, r) = #{(c− 1, s) ∈ T | s ≥ r} −#{(c, s) ∈ T | s ≥ r}.
Proposition 2.3.2 states T is a generic Kohnert diagram if and only if mT (c, r) ≥ 0
for all positions (c, r) with c > 1. When this fails, say in some column c > 1, we
may take r to be the highest row index such that
mT (c, r) = min
r′
{mT (c, r
′)} < 0.
Then T has a cell at position (c, r) and no cell at position (c − 1, r). Using this
observation, we can define a procedure, first used by Assaf and Gonza´lez [1, 4], to
correct, or rectify, T by moving certain cells left.
Definition 4.2.2. For T an arbitrary diagram, define the diagram ̺(T ) by
• if mT (c, r) ≥ 0 at every position (c, r) with c > 1, then ̺(T ) = T ;
• otherwise, let c > 1 be the leftmost column index and let r be the highest
row index such that
mT (c, r) = min
r′
{mT (c, r
′)} < 0,
and set ̺(T ) to be the diagram obtained by pushing the cell in position
(c, r) left to the empty position (c− 1, r).
Example 4.2.3. Consider the diagram T shown on the left side of Fig. 15. For
each position (c, r), the index mT (c, r) defined in Eq. (4.2.1) is indicated. Here the
leftmost (only) column index c for which mT (c, r) < 0 for some r is column 3, and
the highest row index r for which mT (3, r) < 0 is row 2. Therefore ρ acts on T
by moving the cell in position (3, 2) left to the empty position (2, 2), resulting in
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❣❣0 1 0 0
0 ❣0 ❣0 1
❣❣0 ❣0 1 1
❣1 ❣−1 ❣1 ❣1
❣❣1 ❣−1 ❣1 2
ρ
−→ ❣❣0 1 0 0
0 ❣0 ❣0 1
❣❣0 ❣0 1 1
❣❣0 0 ❣0 ❣1
❣❣0 ❣0 ❣0 2
Figure 15. A diagram T (left) with each position (c, r) with c > 1
labeled by mT (c, r), and its image under ρ (right).
the diagram on the right side of Fig. 15. Notice mρ(T )(c, r) ≥ 0 for all c, r, and so
ρ(T ) is a Kohnert diagram. While one application of ρ will not always result in a
Kohnert diagram, we show below that repeated applications will.
By our earlier observations ̺ is well-defined over all diagrams, and so it can be
composed with itself repeatedly until the result is a generic Kohnert diagram.
Proposition 4.2.4. Given an arbitrary diagram T , there exists some integer m ≥ 0
such that for all N > m, ̺N (T ) = ̺m(T ).
Proof. Cells move only left under ̺, so since a diagram has finitely many cells and
lies in the first quadrant, the procedure must ultimately terminate when the charac-
terization of Kohnert diagrams in Proposition 2.3.2 is satisfied. Weight preservation
is immediate since cells never change rows. 
Definition 4.2.5. The rectification of an arbitrary diagram T is the result of
iteratively applying ̺ as needed until we have a generic Kohnert diagram. That is,
(4.2.2) rectify(T ) = ̺m(T ),
for m sufficiently large such that ̺m+1(T ) = ̺m(T ).
❣❣
❣ ❣←
❣❣ ❣
❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
̺
7→
❣❣
❣ ❣←
❣❣ ❣
❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
̺
7→
❣❣
❣❣
❣❣ ❣←
❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
̺
7→
❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣ ❣← ❣❣
❣❣❣❣
̺
7→
❣❣
❣❣
❣❣❣
❣❣ ❣❣
❣❣❣❣
Figure 16. Rectification of a weak but not generic Kohnert dia-
gram, where ̺ acts by moving the colored cell left.
Example 4.2.6. Consider the diagram on the left side of Fig. 16. This is the dia-
gram from Fig. 5, which is a Kohnert diagram for the weak composition (4, 1, 5, 0, 4),
with an additional cell in row 4 beyond the last occupied column. Here m(c, r) ≥ 0
for c < 5 or r > 4, and m(5, r) = −1 for r ≤ 4. Therefore ̺ will act on this
additional cell in position (5, 4), moving it one column to the left within its row to
position (4, 4). Iterating, ̺ acts by moving the colored cell ( ) left four times until
arriving at the Kohnert diagram for (4, 2, 5, 0, 4) on the right side of Fig. 16.
We use rectification in a limited sense in this paper, though it is worth noting
the sense in which we use it gives a generalization of RSK insertion.
Theorem 4.2.7. Let D : SSYTn(λ)→ KD(rev(λ)) denote the bijection from semi-
standard Young tableaux to generic Kohnert diagrams obtained by moving the cells
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in column c with entry r to position (c, n + 1 − r). Then for T ∈ SSYTn(λ) and
1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have
(4.2.3) D(RSK(T, j)) = rectify(D(T ) ⊔ {(λ1 + 1, n+ 1− j)}),
where RSK(T, j) denotes the result of inserting j into T via RSK.
Proof. We assume familiarity with RSK insertion; see [26] for details. Recall that
when an entry k bumps and entry l in some column c, we have k < l and there is
no entry k in column c. Suppose the RSK algorithm generates a sequence (T, j) =
(T1, j1), . . . , (Tp, jp), (Tp+1,∅) where Ti ∈ SSYT(λ) is obtained by inserting ji−1
into row i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, ji is the bumped entry for i ≤ p, and Tp+1 = RSK(T, j).
Then we may consider the diagrams Ui = D(Ti) ⊔ {(ci, n+ 1− ji)} where ci is the
column in which ji bumps ji+1 in Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and cp+1 = λp+1 + 1. Also set
Up+1 = D(Tp+1), which is a generic Kohnert diagram. It suffices to show for each
i > 1 there exists some integer si ≥ 0 such that Ui = ̺
ci−ci+1(Ui−1).
The difference between Uk and Uk+1 is that the cell in row n+1− jk has moved
left from column ck to column ck+1. If ck+1 = ck, then Uk+1 = Uk, and we are done.
If ck+1 < ck, then since moving entries in column ck in rows r ≥ jk will not result in
a semistandard Young tableaux, by Proposition 2.2.4, Uk is not a generic Kohnert
diagram. Moreover, this properties persist even as the cell y in row n + 1 − jk
column ck of Uk moves left provided it stays strictly right of column ck+1. Since
any matching on D(Tk) gives a matching between all columns, the unmatched cell
y of Uk must be the cell that moves under ̺, and again, this persists as it moves
left until reaching column ck+1. Thus Ui = ̺
ci−ci+1(Ui−1) as desired. 
1 1 2 ❣3 4
3 3 4 4
4 5 5 5
5
←2 1 1 2 2 4
3 3 ❣4 4
4 5 5 5
5
←3
1 1 2 2 4
3 3 3 4
4 ❣5 5 5
5
←4
1 1 2 2 4
3 3 3 4
4 4 5 5
5 ❣ ←5
1 1 2 2 4
3 3 3 4
4 4 5 5
5 5
Figure 17. An example of RSK insertion on an element of SSYT5(5, 4, 4, 1).
Example 4.2.8. Consider the tableau T ∈ SSYT5(5, 4, 4, 1) on the left side of
Fig. 17 and the integer j = 2. Under the RSK insertion algorithm, the circled
entry is bumped by the external entry to the right of the tableau. Comparing this
with the diagrams in Fig. 15, D(T ) is the leftmost diagram without the shaded cell
being appended. The first tableau in Fig. 17 maps under D to the third diagram in
Fig. 15, the second tableau maps to the fourth diagram, and the last three tableaux
map to the last diagram, with order taken left to right in each figure.
4.3. Top insertion. Rectification is the heart of our bijection for Theorem 3.1.4
for sufficiently large values of k and plays a role in the general case as well.
Definition 4.3.1. Let T be a generic Kohnert diagram, let
c = max
x∈T
{col(x)}
be the rightmost occupied column of T , and let j ≤ n be a positive integer. Then
the top insertion map ∆∞ sends the tuple (T, j) to the diagram
(4.3.1) ∆∞(T, j) = rectify(T ⊔ {(m+ 1, j)}).
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Example 4.3.2. Consider the weak composition a = (0, 2, 1) and k = 3. Refining
the right-hand side of Theorem 3.1.4 using Theorem 3.2.10, we expect a bijection
KD(0, 2, 1)×KD(0, 0, 1)
∼
→ KD(1, 2, 1) ∪KD(0, 3, 1) ∪KD(0, 2, 2).
Indeed, Fig. 18 shows the images of the Kohnert diagrams in KD(0, 2, 1) under the
top insertion map ∆∞, which is precisely the union on the right.
❣❣+
❣❣
❣+
❣❣
❣
❣❣+
❣
❣
❣❣+
❣❣
❣+
❣
❣❣
❣
❣❣❣+
❣❣❣+
❣
❣
❣❣+
❣
❣
❣+
❣❣
❣❣+
❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣+
❣❣
❣ ❣+
❣
❣
❣❣+
❣
❣❣❣+
❣
❣❣❣+
KD(1, 2, 1) KD(0, 2, 2) KD(0, 3, 1)
Figure 18. Three copies of the Kohnert diagrams for (0, 2, 1)
along with the appended cell (⊕) under the top insertion map
∆∞(−, j) for j = 3, 2, 1, from left to right.
Remark 4.3.3. Observe the maps ∆1 and ∆∞(−, 1) differ in general. For instance,
we have ∆1(key(0,2,1)) = key(1,2,1) whereas ∆∞(key(0,2,1), 1) is the rightmost dia-
gram in the top row of Fig. 18, which is not a key diagram.
We devote the remainder of this section to showing the top insertion map ∆∞ in-
duces the bijection of Theorem 3.1.4 for sufficiently large values of k. It is important
to note, however, that ∆∞ is itself independent of k.
Definition 4.3.4. A cell x in an arbitrary diagram T is a removable cell of T if
T \{x} is a generic Kohnert diagram. In this case, we say that T is a weak Kohnert
diagram and the column occupied by x is a removable column of T .
Proposition 4.3.5. A weak but not generic Kohnert diagram T has a unique
removable column c > 1, and c is characterized by
• minr{mT (c, r)} = −1;
• mT (i, j) ≥ 0 for every column index 1 < i 6= c and every row index j.
In particular, T has a unique highest and a unique lowest removable cell.
Proof. Since T is not a generic Kohnert diagram, there exists a column index c
such that for some row index r, we have mT (c, r) < 0. For any cell y in T that is
not in column c, we have
mT\{y}(c, r) ≤ mT (c, r) < 0,
and so y is not a removable cell. Therefore c is the unique removable column of T .
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Let y be a removable cell in column c. Since T \{y} is a generic Kohnert diagram,
for every column index i > 1 with i 6= c and for every row index j, we have
mT (i, j) ≥ mT\{y}(i, j) ≥ 0.
Additionally, if there exists a row index r such that mT (c, r) < 1, then
mT\{y}(c, r) ≤ mT (c, r) + 1 < 0,
so that T \{y} is not a generic Kohnert diagram, contradicting y being a removable
cell. Hence, mT is bounded from below in column c by minr{mT (c, r)} = −1. 
Relating this to rectification, we have the following characterization of the unique
lowest removable cells for weak Kohnert diagrams.
Lemma 4.3.6. For a cell y in position (c, r) of a weak but not generic Kohnert
diagram T , the following are equivalent:
(1) y is the lowest removable cell of T ;
(2) y is the cell that moves under T 7→ ̺(T );
(3) mT (c, r) = −1 and for all row-indices s > r, mT (c, s) ≥ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.3.5 we have mT (i, j) ≥ −1 with equality for only one
column index i > 1. Therefore any cell that satisfies any of conditions (1),(2), or
(3) must lie in this column, i.e. c = i. In particular, (2) and (3) are equivalent.
To see (1) implies (3), if y is a removable cell of T and mT (c, s) < 0 for some
s > r, then mT\{y}(c, s) = mT (c, s) < 0 contradicting that y is removable.
Finally, suppose (3) holds for y. If we remove a cell z in column c below y, then
we still have mT\{z}(c, r) = mT (c, r) = −1, so T \ {z} is not a generic Kohnert
diagram and z is not a removable cell. Therefore, y is weakly below the lowest
removable cell of T . It remains to show y is removable.
For every column index i > 1 with i 6= c, c+1, we havemT\{y}(i, j) = mT (i, j) ≥ 0
for every row index j. In column c, we have mT\{y}(c, s) = mT (c, s) ≥ 0 for every
row index s > r, and we have mT\{y}(c, s) = mT (c, s) + 1 ≥ 0 for every row index
s ≤ r. Then for some row index s ≤ r, we have mT\{y}(c+1, s) = mT (c+1, s)−1 =
−1, so that mT (c+ 1, s) = 0.
If y is not a removable cell of T , then there is some x in column c strictly above y
that is removable since T is a weak but not generic Kohnert diagram. However, since
x is above row r it is also above row s, and somT\{x}(c+1, s) = mT (c+1, s)−1 = −1,
contradicting that T \ {x} is a generic Kohnert diagram. Therefore, y must be
removable and hence is the lowest removable cell of T . Thus (3) implies (1). 
For a weak Kohnert diagram is not generic, Lemma 4.3.6 characterizes the unique
lowest removable cell. We next characterize the unique highest removable cell.
Lemma 4.3.7. Let y be the lowest removable cell of a weak but not generic Kohnert
diagram T , and let M =Mθ(T \ {y}). Then for every cell x in the column of y in
T \ {y}, x is above y if and only if M(x) is above y.
Proof. Let y be in position (c, r). By Lemma 4.3.6, we must have
mT\{y}(c, r + 1) = mT (c, r + 1) = 0,
so there is the same number of cells above y in columns c and c− 1. Since M gives
a matching from the cells in column c to the cells in column c− 1, all cells above y
in column c must match to the cells above y in column c− 1. 
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To state the next result characterizing the unique highest removable cell, we
remark that the threading algorithm described in Definition 2.3.6 is in fact well-
defined for any arbitrary diagram, and so it makes sense to refer to the thread
decomposition of a weak Kohnert diagram as well. With no ambiguity, we extend
our notation for matching sequences and write Mθ(T ) for the directed graph on
the cells of an arbitrary diagram T induced by the thread decomposition of T .
Lemma 4.3.8. Let x be the highest removable cell of a weak but not generic Kohn-
ert diagram T . Then the removal of the cell x from T does not change how the
other cells are threaded, that is,
Mθ(T \ {x}) ⊂Mθ(T ).
Moreover, x is the only removable cell of T with this property and is the unique cell
of T not in the first column such that M(x) does not exist.
Proof. Let M = Mθ(T ), and let M
∗ = Mθ(T \ {x}). We show x lies in a one
cell thread in M . Suppose, for contradiction, that M(y) = x for some cell y of T .
Since the threading algorithm selects the lowest unthreaded cell weakly above y in
the next column, we must have x strictly below M∗(y). However, this allows us
to construct a matching sequence for T \ {w} by replacing w with x in M∗. By
Proposition 2.3.2, this means w is a removable cell for T that lies strictly above x,
a contradiction. Therefore no cell of T threads into x.
When threading T , the cell x must be threaded after all cells to its right and
all cells in the same column below it. Suppose, for contradiction, that some cell z
above x in the same column has also not yet been threaded. Then again we may
construct a matching sequence for T \ {z} by replacing z with x in M∗, arriving at
the same contradiction as below. Therefore all cells of T in column c are threaded
before x. Consider the lowest position, say (c, r), occupied by a remove-able cell
of T ; in particular, x is weakly above row r. By Lemma 4.3.7, the number of cells
weakly above row r in T \ {x} is the same for columns c and c− 1, and so all cells
in column c− 1 of T weakly above row r are threaded, leaving no unthreaded cell
into which x can thread in T .
By virtue of the threading algorithm selecting the lowest unthreaded cell, if x is
never chosen as M(y) for any y ∈ T and there is no z ∈ T chosen as M(x), then
M(y) =M∗(y) for all y ∈ T \ {x} as desired. The latter claims follow. 
We next consider the relationship between the thread decompositions of a dia-
gram with highest or lowest removable cell removed; see Fig. 19.
Lemma 4.3.9. Let T be a weak but not generic Kohnert diagram. Let x (re-
spectively, y) be the highest (respectively, lowest) removable cell of T . Set M =
Mθ(T \ {x}) and N = Mθ(T \ {y}). Then there exists an ascending sequence
y = y0, y1, · · · , yt = x of cells in the removable column of T such that
• M(yi) = N(yi+1) for all 0 ≤ i < t;
• if there exists a cell zi such that M(zi) = yi, then N(zi) = yi+1;
• M(u) = N(u) for all cells u such that u 6= yi and M(u) 6= yi for any i.
Proof. The result is vacuous if T has only one removable cell, so we may assume
x 6= y. Since T is a weak but not generic Kohnert diagram, Mθ(T ) has at least
two threads with one containing only x by Lemma 4.3.8. If Mθ(T ) has exactly
two threads, then both M and N are single paths related by exchanging x and y,
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wt−1
...
w1
w0
x
yt−1
...
y1
y
zt−1
...
z1
z0
Figure 19. An illustration of the relation between the matching
sequences Mθ(T \ {x}) (solid) and Mθ(T \ {y}) (dashed).
and the result holds with t = 1. We now proceed by induction on the number of
threads ofMθ(T ), noting that by Lemma 4.3.8,Mθ(T ) is simply M together with
a thread consisting solely of x.
Suppose the first thread of M coincides with the first thread of N so that, in
particular, neither passes through x or y. Let T ′ denote the diagram obtained by
deleting cells along this common thread in T , so that x, y ∈ T ′. Then any removable
cell of T ′ must also be removable for T , ensuring both x and y are removable for
T ′ and remain the highest and lowest, respectively. By induction, the result holds
for T ′, and so too for T once we restore the cells along the common first thread.
Suppose then the first thread of M differs from the first thread of N . Let c
denote the index of the removable column of T , and let y1 denote the lowest cell
in column c strictly above y. If c is the rightmost column occupied by T , then y
(resp. y1) is the first cell of the first thread of M (resp. N). Likewise, if c is not
the rightmost column occupied by T , then there is a cell z in column c + 1 such
that the first thread of M and of N both contain z, agree weakly right of z, and
have M(z) 6= N(z). For this to occur, we must have M(z) = y is the lowest cell
in column c weakly above z, and so in this case N(z) = y1 since this is the first
alternative to thread from z once y is removed. Therefore the first threads for M
and N first diverge in column c, passing through y and y1, respectively.
We claim N(y1) =M(y), as indicated in Fig. 19. Indeed, M(y) is the lowest cell
in column c−1 that lies strictly above y (since y has no cell immediately to its left),
and N(y1) is the lowest cell in column c − 1 that lies weakly above y1 which lies
above y. Therefore if N(y1) 6= M(y), then M(y) must be strictly below y1. Since
y1 is the lowest cell above y, there is no cell above y in column c that can match
to M(y) in T {y}, contradicting Lemma 4.3.7 and proving the claim.
As the first thread is a local procedure based on cells of the diagram, and since
T \ {x} and T \ {y} agree in columns 1 through c− 1, once N(y1) =M(y), the two
first threads coincide in columns 1 through c − 1. If y1 = x, then the result again
holds with t = 1. Otherwise, let T ′ denote the diagram obtained by deleting cells
along the first thread of N so that x, y ∈ T ′. Again, any removable cell of T ′ must
also be removable for T , ensuring both x and y are removable for T ′ and remain
the highest and lowest, respectively. By induction, the result holds for T ′, and so
too for T once we restore the cells along the first thread of N . 
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Observe from the proof of Lemma 4.3.9, if there exists zi such that M(zi) = yi
for some i > 0, then there exists zi−1 such that M(zi−1) = yi−1.
Corollary 4.3.10. Let T be a weak but not generic Kohnert diagram. Let x
(respectively, y) be the highest (respectively, lowest) removable cell of T . Then
θ(T \ {x}) = θ(T \ {y}), and y becomes the highest removable cell of ̺(T ).
Proof. The characterization of the thread decompositions for T \ {x} and T \ {y}
in Lemma 4.3.9 ensures θ(T \ {x}) = θ(T \ {y}). Additionally, since ̺(T ) \ {y} =
T \ {y}, Lemma 4.3.6(3) implies m̺(T )\{y}(c, r + 1) = mT\{y}(c, r + 1) = 0. If we
remove any cell w above y in ̺(T ), then m̺(T )\{w}(c, r+1) = −1, and so ̺(T )\{w}
cannot be a generic Kohnert diagram. Hence, y is the highest removable cell of ̺(T )
in its column. 
Lemma 4.3.11. Let U be a generic Kohnert diagram, and let x be a removable
cell of U . If x is the highest removable cell in its column, then
(1) x is the rightmost cell of its path in Mθ(U), and
(2) any cell above x in its column is not the rightmost cell of its path inMθ(U).
Proof. Let M = Mθ(U) and M
∗ = Mθ(U \ {x}). Suppose, for contradiction,
there exists a cell y of U such that M(y) = x. Then there exists some w such
that w = M∗(y). Moreover, since y chooses the lowest available cell into which to
thread, w must lie above x. However, this means replacing w with x in M∗ yields a
matching sequence on U \ {w}, showing that w is also removable and contradicting
that x is the highest removable cell of its column. This proves the first assertion.
Now suppose, for contradiction, that for some cell w above x in its column, there
is no cell y such that M(y) = w. Then again we create a matching sequence on
U \ {w} by replacing w with x in M∗, and the second assertion follows. 
For the next proof and others to follow, we make use of the lengths of path
components of matching sequences for which we now introduce notation.
Definition 4.3.12. Let M be a matching sequence on a generic Kohnert diagram
T . For each cell x ∈ T , the matching path length for x in M , denoted by µM (x), is
the number of cells in the connected component of M containing x.
Lemma 4.3.13. Let U be a generic Kohnert diagram, and let x be a removable cell
of U that is the highest such in its column. Then θ(U) = θ(U \ {x}) + ej, where j
is the row index of the cell in the first column on the thread of x in Mθ(U).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.11, x is the last cell to be threaded in its column. Thus,
without loss of generality, we may assume x is the only cell in its column and U is
empty to the right of x. If x lies in the first column, then the result is trivial, so
assume x lies in column c > 1. Let M =Mθ(U) and M
∗ =Mθ(U \ {x}).
Since U and U \ {x} have the same number of cells in column c− 1, the number
of threads of length at least c − 1 must be the same for both M and M∗. The
lemma is equivalent to the equation
(4.3.2) {z ∈ U | µM (z) ≥ c− 1} = {z ∈ U \ {x} | µM∗(z) = c− 1} ∪ {x},
since removing these cells would reduce both U and U \ {x}, and the thread de-
compositions of U and U \ {x} would coincide after those cells have been threaded.
Suppose, for contradiction, Eq. (4.3.2) fails. Since the sets have the same cardi-
nality, this happens only if there exists some cell of U in the right set that is not in
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the left set. Let y be the rightmost then highest such cell, so that µM∗(y) = c− 1
but µM (y) < c − 1. Since µM (y) < c − 1, we must have y strictly left of column
c − 1. We will show y has an infinite descending sequence of cells beneath it, an
obvious contradiction to the finiteness of the diagram U .
To begin, since µM∗(y) = c − 1 and y is left of column c − 1, we may take
z ∈ U \ {x} such that M∗(z) = y. Set y1 = M(z) 6= y. Since threading selects
the lowest available cell, we must have M(z) = y1 below M
∗(z) = y. Moreover,
µM∗(z) = µM∗(y) = c − 1, so by choice of y we have µM (z) ≥ c − 1. Therefore
µM (y1) = µM (z) ≥ c− 1. Again by choice of y, since y1 lies below it, we must have
µM∗(y1) = c − 1. Thus there exists z1 such that M
∗(z1) = y1, and z1 6= z since
y1 6= y. Since M
∗(z) = y 6= y1, we have z1 6= z. Since y lies above y1, we must have
z1 threads before z, ensuring the former is lower. See Fig. 20.
y
y1
y2
...
z
z1
z2
...
Figure 20. An illustration of the infinite descending sequence
of cells constructed from the matchings M = Mθ(U) (thick) and
M∗ =Mθ(U \ {x}) (dotted).
Continuing, we may set y2 = M(z1) 6= M(z) = y1. Since threading selects
the lowest available cell, we must have M(z1) = y2 below M
∗(z1) = y1. Since
µM∗(z1) = c − 1 and z1 is to the right of y, we must have µM (z1) ≥ c − 1 by
choice of y. Therefore µM (y2) = µM (z1) ≥ c − 1, and so again by the choice of y
as the highest in its column and since y2 is lower, we must have µM∗(y2) = c− 1.
Therefore we may take z2 such that M
∗(z2) = y2. Since M
∗(z1) = y1 6= y2, we
have z2 6= z1. Since y1 lies above y2, we must have z2 threads before z1, ensuring
the former is lower. Iterating, we have an unbounded sequence, contradicting the
finiteness of diagrams. Thus, Eq. 4.3.2 holds and the lemma is proved. 
Using Corollary 4.3.10, we have the following useful consequence of Lemmas 4.3.11
and 4.3.13 that provides the key to our main result on rectification.
Corollary 4.3.14. Let U be a weak Kohnert diagram. Let x be the highest remov-
able cell of U in its column. Define V = rectify(U), and let y in V be the final cell
to move under the rectification of U . Then
(1) θ(V \ {y}) = θ(U \ {x});
(2) θ(V ) = θ(U \ {x}) + ej, where j = LMθV (y);
(3) y is the rightmost cell of its path in Mθ(V ), and is the highest such cell in
its column.
Finally, we can proof Theorem 4.3.15, thereby also proving Theorem 3.1.4 via
rectification for k sufficiently large.
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Theorem 4.3.15. Let a be a weak composition, and set ℓ = maxi{ai > 0}. For
every positive integer ℓ ≤ k ≤ n, the map ∆∞ induces a weight preserving bijection
(4.3.3) KD(a)×KD(ek)
∼
−→ D(a, k).
In particular, Theorem 3.1.4 is proved for k ≥ ℓ.
Proof. Let T ∈ KD(a), and let j ≤ k be a positive integer. Let m = maxi{ai} be
the rightmost occupied column of T . We consider
∆∞(T, j) = rectify(T ⊔ {(m+ 1, j)}).
Since T has no cell in column m+ 1, the diagram T ⊔ {(m+ 1, j)} and the cell in
position (m+ 1, j) satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 4.3.14, and so we have
θ(∆∞(T, j)) = θ(T ) + ej′ ,
where since rectification paths move down and left, j′ is bounded from above by
j′ ≤ max{j, row(u) | u ∈ T } ≤ max{k, i | ai > 0} = k.
By Lemma 2.3.8, we have θ(T )  a, and so ∆∞(T, j) ∈ D(a, k).
Now let y be the final cell to move left under rectification. Since Kohnert moves
preserve column-weights, it follows from Corollary 4.3.14(1) that col(y) is the added
column of ∆∞(T, j). We may uniquely determine y among the cells of ∆∞(T, j) in
its column using Corollary 4.3.14(3). Thus, we may recover y from ∆∞(T, j).
If ∆∞(T, j) = T ⊔ {(m + 1, j)}, then y is in position (m + 1, j), and we may
recover (T, j) from ∆∞(T, j). Otherwise, suppose we have
T ⊔ {(m+ 1, j)} = U0
̺
7→ U1
̺
7→ · · ·
̺
7→ Up = ∆∞(T, j),
for some p > 0. At each rectification step, the cell that has moved is uniquely
determined by Corollary 4.3.14, provided we know the column to which it belongs.
Having recovered the cell y from the final step of the rectification, may subsequently
invert each step until we arrive at a diagram U0 = T⊔{(m+1, j)}, at which point we
recover the tuple (T, j). Thus this process is reversible, and so the map is injective.
For every diagram V ∈ D(a, k), we have V ∈ KD(b, j), for some b ∈ lswap(a)
and some j ≤ k. Consider the thread decomposition M =Mθ(V ) on V , and let y
be the cell in column bj + 1 threaded to the cell in position (j, 1). Restricting to
V \ {y} gives a matching sequence with anchor weight b, and so by Theorem 4.1.8,
we have V \ {y} ∈ KD(b) ⊆ KD(a). Given the pair (V, y), let the (U, x) be the pair
obtained from iteratively applying the following procedure.
If col(y) = m+ 1, then set U = V and x = y.
Otherwise, let x′ ∈ U be the highest cell in the column of y with the property
that removing it makes the diagram U \ {x′} a generic Kohnert diagram. The cell
x′ certainly exists since y has the same property, and the choice of x′ insists that
the position (col(y) + 1, row(x′)) is not occupied by U . We then get a new tuple
(U ′,y′), where U ′ is obtained from U by pushing the cell x′ to the right in position
(col(y) + 1, row(x′)) and where y′ ∈ U ′ is the cell in position (col(y) + 1, row(x′)).
Since V ∈ D(a, k) and the above algorithm pushes cells only right, we have
row(x) ≤ max{k, i | ai > 0} = k.
Note that x ∈ U is necessarily the only cell in its column, so the diagram U and the
cell x ∈ U satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 4.3.14. In light of Corollary 4.3.14,
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we have, by the above algorithm’s design, V = rectify(U) = ∆∞(U \ {x}, row(x)).
By Corollary 4.3.14(1) and Lemma 2.3.8, we have
θ(U \ {x}) = θ(V \ {y})  b  a,
and so U \ {x} ∈ KD(a). Thus, V is in the image of KD(a) × [k] under ∆∞. By
Lemma 4.1.10, we know col(y) = bj +1 is the added column of V . Hence, the map
∆∞ : KD(a) × [k] −→ D(a, k) is surjective. 
5. Key stratification
We now complete the proof of the existence of a weight-preserving bijection as
asserted in Theorem 3.1.4. Given a weak composition a, the target spaces D(a, k)
for each positive integer k form a nested sequence of spaces of Kohnert diagrams,
· · · ⊃ D(a, k + 1) ⊃ D(a, k) ⊃ D(a, k − 1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ D(a, 1).
We use this to stratify the target space of the desired bijection by
(5.0.1) D(a, k) = D(a, k) \ D(a, k − 1).
In Section 5.1, for each integer k > 1, we define an injective map
(5.0.2) ∂a,k : D(a, k) −→ KD(a)
satisfying wt(U) = wt(∂a,k(U)) + ek, and we show how these maps together with
bijections for top and bottom insertion prove Theorem 3.1.4. In Section 5.2, we
prove the image of ∂a,k is indeed a Kohnert diagram for a, and in Section 5.3 we
prove ∂a,k is injective.
5.1. Stratum maps. Up to this point, given a Kohnert diagram T , we have been
primarily interested in the matchingMθ(T ) corresponding to the thread decompo-
sition θ(T ). To study the stratum maps, we consider also matchings corresponding
to the Kohnert labeling of T with respect to a [5, Definition 2.5].
Definition 5.1.1 ([5]). Let a be a weak composition and T ∈ KD(a). The Kohnert
labeling of T with respect to a, denoted by La(T ), assigns labels to cells of T as
follows. Assuming all columns right of column j have been labeled, assign labels
{i | ai ≥ j} to cells of column j from bottom to top by choosing at each cell the
smallest label i such that the i in column j + 1, if it exists, is weakly lower.
The Kohnert matching of T with respect to a, denoted byMa(T ), is the matching
sequence on T defined by x matching to y for cells x ∈ T in column i+1 and y ∈ T
in column i if and only if La(x) = La(y).
Assaf and Searles [5, Theorem 2.8] prove this is well-defined and use it to define
and establish basic properties of Kohnert tableaux [5, Definition 2.3].
Example 5.1.2. Consider the four matching sequences for the generic Kohnert
diagram from Example 4.1.5. Each is the Kohnert labeling Lb for the weak com-
position b given below it corresponding to the weight of the matching sequence.
Proposition 5.1.3. For T ∈ KD(a), we have wt(Ma)  a.
Proof. We may regard the Kohnert matching sequence Ma as a labeling L where
L(x) = k whenever the cell on the component of x in the first column is in row k.
If this labeling agrees with the Kohnert labeling La, then wt(Ma) = a. Otherwise,
consider the key diagram keywt(Ma) with the labeling L
′ where L′(x) is the label of
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the cell in the first column of T in the same row as x. By [5, Theorem 2.8], this is
the Kohnert labeling of keywt(Ma) with respect to a, and so keywt(Ma) ∈ KD(a).
Thus by Proposition 2.3.9, wt(Ma)  a. 
The matching sequence on T corresponding to the thread decomposition of T is
a special case of a Kohnert matching on T .
Proposition 5.1.4. For T a generic Kohnert diagram, Mθ(T ) =Mθ(T )(T ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.8, we have T ∈ KD(θ(T )), so we may consider the Kohnert
matching of T with respect to θ(T ). Note Mθ(T ) and Mθ(T )(T ) have the same
weight θ(T ), and so the same number of threads. Let i ≥ 1 be the smallest index
for which θ(T )i > 0. We will show that the components forMθ(T ) andMθ(T )(T )
anchored in row i coincide, from which the result follows by induction on the number
of threads since the base case of one component is trivial.
Consider the cell in column θ(T )i anchored in row i. Since i is minimal, this is
the lowest cell of T in column θ(T )i for Mθ(T )(T ). If for Mθ(T ) there is a cell
below this, then that cell must belong to an earlier thread, and so it will be threaded
before the cells anchored at row i. However, since it is lower in column θ(T )i, it
will always take weakly lower cells, contradicting the minimality of i. Thus both
threads begin with the lowest cell of T in column θ(T )i.
We may assume the components anchored in row i for Mθ(T ) and Mθ(T )(T )
agree weakly right of column c + 1 ≤ θ(T )i. Then for Mθ(T )(T ), the chosen cell
in column c will be the lowest cell of T that sits weakly above the cell labeled i in
column c + 1. In order for Mθ(T ) not to choose the same cell, there must be an
earlier thread that takes the cell chosen by Mθ(T )(T ), but then again this thread
will have priority of the one anchored in row i and will continue to select lower cells,
once again contradicting the minimality of i. Therefore the components anchored
in row i for Mθ(T ) and Mθ(T )(T ) coincide, and the result follows. 
Recall Lemma 4.1.10 associates to each U ∈ D(a, n) a unique added column with
respect to a, called the added column of U (Definition 4.1.11).
Lemma 5.1.5. For a weak composition a and a positive integer k > 1, let U ∈
D(a, k), and let c be the added column of U . Then
(1) the key diagram keyθ(U) has a cell y in position (c, k), and
(2) the diagram keyθ(U) \ {y} is a Kohnert diagram of a.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.8, since U ∈ D(a, k), we have θ(U)  b+ ek for some weak
composition b ∈ lswap(a), and, by Lemma 4.1.10, c = bk + 1. Thus keyθ(U) ∈
KD(b+ek), and we may consider the Kohnert labeling L = Lb+ek(keyθ(U)). Let y
be the cell in column c of key
θ(U) with L(y) = k. Note y is the rightmost cell with
label k. Thus we may defined a matching M on keyθ(U) \ {y} by matching cells in
adjacent columns if and only if they have the same label under L, and wt(M) = b.
Thus, by Theorem 4.1.8 and Proposition 2.3.9, we have keyθ(U) \ {y} ∈ KD(b) ⊂
KD(a). To prove the lemma, we have only to show y is in row k.
Let b′ = θ(keyθ(U) \ {y}). Since keyθ(U) \ {y} ∈ KD(a), Lemma 2.3.8 ensures
b′  a. Let k′ be the row index of y. Since L(y) = k, we know by [5, Theorem 2.8]
that k′ ≤ k. Since keyθ(U) is a key diagram, for every position (i, j) occupied by
key
θ(U), the position (i−1, j) is occupied by keyθ(U) as well. Therefore, considering
the thread decomposition of keyθ(U) \ {y}, we have b
′
k′ = c − 1, where the path
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in the thread decomposition that is anchored at row k′, if it exists, only occupies
row k′. Hence, either by appending y to the end of the path anchored at row k′ (if
c > 1) or having y form its own path (if c = 1), we obtain from Mθ(keyθ(U) \ {y})
a matching sequence on keyθ(U) with weight b
′+ek. So by Theorem 4.1.8, we have
U ∈ KD(b′ + ek′). If k
′ < k, then U ∈ D(a, k − 1), which directly contradicts how
U is picked from D(a, k). Thus, k′ = k, as desired. 
Lemma 5.1.5 motivates the following notation.
Definition 5.1.6. For U ∈ D(a, k), the excised weight of U (with respect to a
and k) is the weak composition θ(keyθ(U) \ {y}), where y is the cell of keyθ(U) in
position (c, k) for c the added column of U .
❣❣
❣❣
❣ ❣
❣❣ ❣
❣❣❣
❣❣ ❣❣❣
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Figure 21. A generic Kohnert diagram U (left) in D(a, k) for a =
(1, 5, 2, 1, 2, 6, 3) and k = 3 with excised column c = 4, its thread
decomposition (middle), and the key diagram key
θ(U) (right) with
the cell in position (c, k) indicated.
Example 5.1.7. Consider the weak composition a = (1, 5, 2, 1, 2, 6, 3), and the
generic Kohnert diagram U on the left side of Fig. 21. The thread weight of U
is θ(U) = (1, 5, 6, 2, 1, 4, 2), and so U is a Kohnert diagram for b′ + ek for b =
(2, 5, 3, 2, 1, 6, 2)  a and k = 3, and so U ∈ D(a, k). Comparing column weights,
the added column of U with respect to a is c = 4. The key diagram key
θ(U) shown
on the right side of Fig. 21 indeed has a cell ( ) in position (4, 3), and removing
it gives a diagram with thread weight b = (1, 5, 3, 2, 1, 6, 2), which is the excised
weight of U .
With notation as in Lemma 5.1.5 and b = θ(key
θ(U) \ {y}) the excised weight
of U , from Lemmas 5.1.5(2) and 2.3.8, we know b  a and keyθ(U) ∈ KD(b+ ek).
Thus, U ∈ KD(b + ek), and we may consider the Kohnert labeling Lb+ek(U).
Through this labeling we shall partition U into sub-diagrams, which we then trans-
form and glue back together to obtain the image of U under the map ∂a,k.
The simplicity of the statement of the following lemma belies its utility.
Lemma 5.1.8. For U ∈ D(a, k) and b the excised weight of U , each cell x in
the first column of U has Lb+ek(x) equal to the row index of x. In particular,
wt(Mb+ek(U)) = b+ ek.
Proof. Recall b = θ(keyθ(U) \ {y}) for y the cell in position (c, k) of U , where c is
the added column of U . Thus, for all j 6= k, we have bj > 0 if and only if θ(U)j > 0.
On the other hand, since y is in row k, the key diagram keyθ(U) occupies positions
in row k. Therefore, θ(U)k > 1, and in particular, U has a cell at position (1, k).
By construction, the set of labels used in Lb+ek coincides with the row indices of
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the cells in column 1 of U . Since each cell x has Lb+ek(U) at least equal to the row
index of x, each cell in U in column 1 must have its row as its label. 
In particular, by Lemma 5.1.8, U has a cell in column 1 of row k, and this cell
belongs to a component of Mb+ek(U) of length c.
Definition 5.1.9. For U ∈ D(a, k), let c denote the added column of U and b the
excised weight of U . Define sets
U+ = {x ∈ U | µMb+ek (x) ≥ c},(5.1.1)
U− = {x ∈ U | µMb+ek (x) < c},(5.1.2)
and let U+∗ = U
+ \ {w}, where w is the cell in column 1 of row k.
❣7 ❣7
❣6 ❣6
❣5 ❣6
❣4 ❣4 ❣6
❣3 ❣3 ❣3
❣2 ❣2 ❣3 ❣6 ❣6
❣1 ❣2 ❣2 ❣2
= ❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣
⊔ ❣❣
❣
❣❣
❣
Figure 22. The partitioning of the generic Kohnert diagram U
(left) in D(a, k) for a = (1, 5, 2, 1, 2, 6, 3) and k = 3 using the
Kohnert labeling to obtain U+ (middle) and U− (right).
Example 5.1.10. Continuing with Ex. 5.1.7, we take the Kohnert labeling the
diagram U with respect to b+ek = (1, 5, 4, 2, 1, 6, 2), where b is the excised weight
of U and k = 3, as shown on the left side of Fig. 22. The added column c = 4 dictates
which labels are included for each half of the partitioning, giving the decomposition
shown on the right side of Fig. 22.
Notice U = U+ ⊔ U−. We can now define the map ∂a,k.
Definition 5.1.11. Given a weak composition a and an integer k > 1, the kth
stratum map of a, denoted by ∂a,k, acts on U ∈ D(a, k) by
(5.1.3) ∂a,k(U) = rectify(U
+
∗ ) ∪ U
−.
❣❣
❣
❣
❣← ❣
❣❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣
̺
7→ ❣❣
❣
❣
❣ ❣←
❣❣ ❣❣❣
❣❣❣
̺
7→ ❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣
❣❣ ❣← ❣❣
❣❣❣
̺
7→ ❣❣
❣
❣
❣❣
❣❣❣ ❣❣
❣❣❣
Figure 23. The rectification of the diagram U+∗ obtained from
U+ by removing the cell in position (1, 3).
Example 5.1.12. Continuing with Ex. 5.1.10, we remove the cell in position (1, k)
of U+ and rectify to obtain the diagram on the right side of Fig. 23. Notice this
is disjoint from U−. Their union is the result of applying the stratum map ∂a,k to
the diagram U . Observe this is indeed a Kohnert diagram for a = (1, 5, 2, 1, 2, 6, 3).
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The map ∂a,k is well-defined with wt(U) = wt(∂a,k(U)) + ek by Lemma 5.1.8.
In Section 5.2, we study properties of rectification to prove the following.
Theorem 5.1.13. The diagram ∂a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of a.
Therefore ∂a,k is indeed a map from the stratum D(a, k) into the Kohnert space
KD(a). In Section 5.3, we prove this map is reversible and thus injective.
Theorem 5.1.14. For U ∈ D(a, k), the diagram U is the unique pre-image of the
diagram ∂a,k(U) under the kth stratum map ∂a,k of a. That is, the maps
∂a,k : D(a, k) −→ KD(a)
are injective.
We now prove Theorem 3.1.4, there exists a weight-preserving bijection
KD(a)×KD(ek)
∼
−→
⋃
ba
1≤j≤k
KD(b+ ej),
using the injectivity of the stratum maps together with the bijectivity of the top
and bottom insertion maps.
In the proof, we extend our notion of row-weights on sets of Kohnert diagrams
to Cartesian products of such sets, e.g. if we have (S, T ) ∈ KD(a) × KD(b) for
some weak compositions a and b, then we define wt(S, T ) = wt(S) + wt(T ). In
this way, we can discuss the row-weight spaces of said sets, e.g. given another
weak composition d, the set [KD(a) × KD(b)]d is the set of all tuples (S, T ) with
S ∈ KD(a) and T ∈ KD(b) such that wt(S) +wt(T ) = d.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.4. Let a be a weak composition It suffices to show
(5.1.4) #[KD(a) ×KD(ek)]b = #[D(a, k)]b,
for every positive integer k ≤ n and every weak composition b. To start, we fix a
weak composition b. We immediately get
#[KD(a)×KD(en)]b = #[D(a, n)]b
via the weight-preserving bijection in Eq. (4.3.3) of Theorem 4.3.15. We will now
show #[D(a, k)]b = #[KD(a) × KD(ek)]b for every positive integer k ≤ n. By
stratification, we have
D(a, n) = D(a, 1) ⊔
⊔
1<k≤n
D(a, k).
The weight-preserving bijection in Eq. (4.1.1) of Theorem 4.1.13 gives us
(5.1.5) #[D(a, 1)]b = #[KD(a)×KD(e1)]b = #[KD(a)× {keye1}]b.
On the other hand, for every 1 < k ≤ n, the stratum map ∂a,k which is injective
by Theorem 5.1.14 and excises a cell in row k, gives us
(5.1.6) #[D(a, k)]b ≤ #[KD(a)]b−ek = #[KD(a)× {keyek}]b
Eq. (5.1.5) and (5.1.6) together imply
#[D(a, n)]b = #[D(a, 1)]b +
∑
1<k≤n#[D(a, k)]b
≤ #[KD(a) × {keye1}]b +
∑
1<k≤n#[KD(a) × {keyek}]b
≤ #[KD(a) ×KD(en)]b.
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Thus, since #[KD(a) × KD(en)]b = #[D(a, n)]b, we have for each 1 < k ≤ n, the
inequality in Eq. (5.1.6) is in fact an equality. So for each 1 < k ≤ n, we have
#[D(a, k)]b = #[D(a, 1)]b +
∑
1<j≤k#[D(a, k)]b
= #[KD(a) × {keye1}]b +
∑
1<j≤k#[KD(a)× {keyej}]b
= #[KD(a) ×KD(ek)]b.
In conclusion, Eq. (5.1.4) holds for every positive integer k ≤ n and every weak
composition b, as desired. 
5.2. Image of the stratum maps. To prove the image of U under ∂a,k is a
Kohnert diagram in KD(a), we first show rectify(U+∗ ) and U
− are disjoint, from
which it follows that ∂a,k(U) is a generic Kohnert diagram. To this end, we study
the rectification process in detail.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let U ∈ D(a, k) with added column c. The diagram ̺i−1(U+∗ ) is
not a generic Kohnert diagram if and only if i < c. Moreover, for yi the cell that
moves from column i+ 1 of ̺i−1(U+∗ ) to column i of ̺
i(U+∗ ), we have
(1) each yi is weakly below the cell of U
=k in column i+ 1, and
(2) k ≥ row(y1) ≥ row(y2) ≥ · · · ≥ row(yc−1).
Proof. If c = 1, the result is trivial, so we assume c > 1. Since U+ consists of all
components ofMb+ek(U) of length ≥ c, U
+ has the same number of cells for each
column weakly left of column c, and so for each column 1 < c′ ≤ c, we have
(5.2.1) mU+(c
′, 1) = 0.
Let U=k = {w1, . . . , wc} with wj the cell in column j.
We proceed by induction on i, with base case of i = 1 in which we consider U+∗
itself. By Eq. (5.2.1), since U+∗ has one fewer cell in the first column than U
+, we
must have mU+∗ (2, 1) = −1. In particular, ̺
0(U+∗ ) = U
+
∗ is not a generic Kohnert
diagram. Letting y1 denote the cells that moves under ̺, it must do so from column
2 of U+∗ to column 1 of ̺(U
+
∗ ). Among the cells of U
+
∗ above w2, Mb+ek gives a
matching from the cells in column 2 to the cells in column 1, and so mU+∗ (2, j) ≥ 0
for all rows j above the row of w2. By definition of ̺, the cell y1 must lie weakly
below w2 and so weakly below row k as well. This proves all statements for i = 1.
For 1 ≤ i < c, we now assume the result for all h ≤ i, so that ̺h−1(U+∗ ) is not a
generic Kohnert diagram, giving a sequence of cells y1, . . . , yi where yh moves from
column h+1 of ̺h−1(U+∗ ) to column h of ̺(̺
h(U+∗ )) and satisfies (1) yh lies weakly
below wh+1 for h ≤ i and (2) k ≥ row(y1) ≥ · · · ≥ row(yi).
Since ̺i−1(U+∗ ) and U
+
∗ coincide for all columns strictly right of column i, and
differ in column i only in the presence of yi−1 in U
+
∗ , it follows from Eq. (5.2.1)
that m̺i−1(U+∗ )(i + 1, j) ≥ −1 for all rows j and m̺i−1(U+∗ )(i + 1, j) ≥ 0 for all
j > row(yi−1). Thus when yi moves from column i + 1 to column i, we have
m̺i(U+∗ )
(i + 1, j) ≥ 0 for every row j. Therefore ̺i(U+∗ ) is a generic Kohnert
diagram if and only if m̺i(U+∗ )(i+2, j) ≥ 0 for every row j. We consider two cases.
First suppose i = c− 1, so that i+2 = c+1. Since c > 1, the Kohnert matching
sequenceMb+ek(U) matches each cell in column c+1 of U
+
∗ with a cell in column
c of U+∗ . Using this, we have a matching from each cell in column c+ 1 of ̺
i(U+∗ )
with a cell in column c of U+∗ except for the cell, say x, that was matched to yc−1
in U+∗ . Since yc−1 is weakly below wc, we may match x with wc to complete the
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matching, thereby showing m̺i(U+∗ )(i+ 2, j) ≥ 0 for every row j., and so ̺
i(U+∗ ) is
a generic Kohnert diagram.
Second suppose i < c− 1, so that i+2 ≤ c. By Eq. (5.2.1), we have m̺i(U+∗ )(i+
2, 1) = −1, and so ̺i(U+∗ ) is not a generic Kohnert diagram. Thus let yi+1 be
the cell of ̺i(U+∗ ) that moves in passing to ̺(̺
i(U+∗ )). Now let x be the cell in
column i+1 of U+∗ such thatMb+ek(x) = yi. SinceMb+ek gives a matching from
column i+ 2 to column i+ 1 in U+∗ , it gives a matching for cells weakly above the
row of x from column i + 2 to column i + 1. In particular, m̺i(U+∗ )(i + 2, j) ≥ 0
for all rows j > row(x). In particular, yi+1 is weakly below x, and so too weakly
below yi, proving (1). If wi+2 is weakly above x, then yi+1 is weakly below wi+2 as
well, proving (2). Otherwise, if wi+2 is strictly below x, then, similar to the case
i = c− 1, we construct a matching for cells above row(wi+1) from column i+ 2 to
column i+1 usingMb+ek(U) for every cell except x and then matching x to wi+1,
since x is weakly below yi which is below wi+1. Thus mUi(i+ 2, j) ≥ 0 for all rows
j > row(wi+2). So yi+1 is again weakly below wi+2 proving (2) for this case as well.
Therefore all statements hold for i+ 1, and so the result follows by induction. 
Lemma 5.2.1 describes the general movement of cells of U+∗ under rectification.
It is also helpful to understand their labels under Lb+ek(U). The cells with label
k under Lb+ek(U) are of particular importance, so we introduce the following no-
tation. Recall bk + 1 = c, and so there are precisely c of these cells which form a
component of the matching induced by Lb+ek .
Definition 5.2.2. For U ∈ D(a, k) and b the excised weight of U , define sets
U=k = {x ∈ U | Lb+ek(x) = k},(5.2.2)
U<k = {x ∈ U | Lb+ek(x) < k}(5.2.3)
U≤k = {x ∈ U | Lb+ek(x) ≤ k}.(5.2.4)
Writing U=k = {w1, . . . , wc} with wi in column i, we set U
=k
∗ = U
=k \ {w1}.
Notice we have U=k ⊂ U+ and U=k∗ ⊂ U
+
∗ .
Lemma 5.2.3. For U ∈ D(a, k), c the added column of U , and b the excised weight
of U , let yi be the cell that moves from column i + 1 of ̺
i−1(U+∗ ) to column i of
̺i(U+∗ ). Then for i < c, we have Lb+ek(yi) ≤ k.
Proof. Let U=k = {w1, . . . , wc} with wi the cell in column i. We claim each cell
x ∈ U+ \ U≤k in column i ≤ c lies strictly above the cell wi. Indeed, in column c,
if some such x lies below wc, then since Lb+ek(x) > k = Lb+ek(wi), the labeling
algorithm will assign k to x instead of wc, since x must also have been available and
there is no cell labeled k to the right. Continuing left, consider the largest column
index i < c such that some cell x ∈ U+ \ U≤k in column i lies below wi, then in
order for x not to have been selected, we must have wi+1 in a row strictly above
that of x. However, since µMb+ek (x) ≥ c = µMb+ek (wi), there is also a cell x
′ in
column i+1 in a row weakly below that of x, and hence below wi+1, a contradiction
to the choice of i. Thus each x in column i ≤ c must indeed lie above wi.
By Lemma 5.2.1(1), in U each cell yi for i < c is weakly below the cell wi+1 in its
column. Thus, from the claim, yi cannot be in U
+ \ U≤k. The result follows. 
One final lemma necessary to prove rectify(U+∗ ) and U
− are disjoint relates the
thread decomposition of U≤k with the Kohnert labeling used to define it.
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Lemma 5.2.4. For U ∈ D(a, k) and b the excised weight of U , we have
Mθ(U
≤k) = Mb+ek(U)
∣∣
U≤k
=M(b1,...,bk)+ek(U
≤k),(5.2.5)
Mθ(U
+ ∩ U≤k) = Mb+ek(U)
∣∣
U+∩U≤k
.(5.2.6)
Proof. Since Definition 5.1.1 prioritizes the smallest labels first, it follows that
Lb+ek(U) restricted to labels ≤ k is precisely L(b1,...,bk)+ek(U
≤k). By Lemma 5.1.8,
this means wt(M(b1,...,bk)+ek(U
≤k)) = (b1, . . . , bk) + ek. By Proposition 5.1.4, to
prove the lemma, it suffices to show θ(U≤k) = (b1, . . . , bk) + ek.
SinceM(b1,...,bk)+ek(U
≤k) is a matching sequence on U≤k of weight (b1, . . . , bk)+
ek, we have U
≤k ∈ KD((b1, . . . , bk)+ek) by Theorem 4.1.8. Hence by Lemma 2.3.8,
we have θ(U≤k)  (b1, . . . , bk) + ek.
For the reverse inequality, we first establish θ(U)k = c. Since θ(U
≤k) 
(b1, b2, · · · , bk) + ek, we have θ(U
≤k)k ≤ bk + 1 = c. On the other hand,
θ(U≤k) + (0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · )  b+ ek,
so by Proposition 2.3.9, we have keyθ(U≤k)+(0k,bk+1,bk+1,··· ) ∈ KD(b+ek) ⊂ D(a, k).
Combining the labeling Lb+ek(x) on cells of U \U
≤k with the thread matching on
U≤k gives a matching sequence on U of weight θ(U≤k)+(0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · ). Thus
U ∈ KD(θ(U≤k) + (0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · )) by Theorem 4.1.8. Since U /∈ D(a, k − 1),
neither is keyθ(U≤k)+(0k,bk+1,bk+1,··· ). Moreover, keyθ(U≤k)+(0k,bk+1,bk+1,··· ) has the
same added column c as U , since they share the same column weight. So by
Lemma 5.1.5, the diagram keyθ(U≤k)+(0k,bk+1,bk+1,··· ) has a cell y at position (c, k),
and consequently, θ(U≤k)k ≥ c. Therefore (θ(U
≤k))k = c as claimed.
Since b = θ(keyθ(U) \ {y}), where y is in row k, we necessarily have bj = θ(U)j
for all j < k. Moreover, since θ(U)  b+ ek, we have
(0k−1, θ(U)k, θ(U)k+1, · · · )  (0
k−1, bk + 1, bk+1, bk+2, · · · ).
Meanwhile, since U ∈ KD(θ(U≤k)+ (0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · )), by Lemma 2.3.8 we have
θ(U)  θ(U≤k) + (0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · ). Combining these, we have
(b1, · · · , bk−1, θ(U)k, θ(U)k+1, · · · ) = θ(U)
 (θ(U≤k)1, · · · , θ(U
≤k)k−1, bk + 1, bk+1, bk+2, · · · ).
So since (0k−1, (θ(U))k, (θ(U))k+1, · · · )  (0
k−1, bk + 1, bk+1, bk+2, · · · ), it follows
that (b1, b2, · · · , bk−1)  (θ(U
≤k)1, θ(U
≤k)2, · · · , θ(U
≤k)k−1). Combining this with
(θ(U≤k))k = c proves (b1, . . . , bk) + ek  θ(U
≤k) as desired.
Eq. (5.2.6) follows from Eq. (5.2.5) since the threading algorithm begins with
the longest threads. 
Theorem 5.2.5. For U ∈ D(a, k), the diagrams rectify(U+∗ ) and U
− are disjoint.
Consequently, the diagram ∂a,k(U) is a generic Kohnert diagram.
Proof. Continuing notation from Lemma 5.2.1, with c the added column of U , for
1 ≤ i < c, let yi denote the cell that moves from column i+1 of ̺
i−1(U+∗ ) to column
i of ̺i(U+∗ ). Since U
+
∗ and U
− are disjoint, it suffices for the theorem to show no
cell in U− lies immediately left of any cell yi in U
+
∗ .
Suppose, for contradiction, some x ∈ U− lies immediately left of some yi. By
Lemma 5.2.3, yi ∈ U
≤k, and so by Lemma 5.2.4, the cell to which yi threads in the
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thread decomposition of U≤k must be labeled the same as yi under Lb+ek(U), and
the thread length of y must be at least c since y ∈ U+.
If x ∈ U≤k, then Lemma 5.2.4 also applies to x, so its thread has length less
than c since x ∈ U−. In particular, y does not thread into x. However, since x is
immediately left of yi, the threading algorithm would thread yi into x, since x has
a shorter thread and so is still available when yi is threaded. This contradiction
means x 6∈ U≤k, and also yi does not thread into x. Since yi is immediately right
of x, it threads into a higher cell. Thus since x has a longer thread than yi, it
has priority in the threading algorithm, and so must terminate in a lower cell in
column 1. However, by Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.1.8, the thread of yi terminates in row
k forcing the thread of x to terminate in a lower row, contradicting x 6∈ U≤k. Thus
there cannot be a cell immediately left of any yi. 
To prove the diagram ∂a,k(U) is, in particular, a Kohnert diagram of a, we
observe that ∂a,k(U) can be described in a more refined way.
Lemma 5.2.6. For U ∈ D(a, k), we have
rectify(U+∗ ) = (U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔ rectify(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k).
In particular, for each i, the cell that moves from ̺i−1(U+∗ ) to ̺
i(U+∗ ) is also the
cell that moves from ̺i−1(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) to ̺i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k).
Proof. If c = 1, then U=k∗ = ∅, and so U
+ is a generic Kohnert diagram leaving
nothing to prove. Thus we may assume c > 1. We show by induction on i < c that
̺i(U+∗ ) = (U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔ ̺i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k)
with the same cell moving in both cases. The base case i = 0 follows from the
decomposition U+∗ = (U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔ (U+∗ ∩ U
≤k).
Assume the result for h < i for some 1 ≤ i < c. Since ̺i(U+∗ ) is not a generic
Kohnert diagram by Lemma 5.2.1, and since U+ \ U≤k is, it follows that ̺i(U+∗ ∩
U≤k) is not a generic Kohnert diagram. Moreover, the cell y that moves from
̺i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) to ̺i+1(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) must do so from column i + 2 to column i + 1,
and so must be the same cell as that which moves from ̺i(U+∗ ) to ̺
i+1(U+∗ ) by
Lemma 5.2.3. Finally, in the terminal case i = c− 1, we have
rectify(U+∗ ) = Uc−1 = (U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔ ̺c−1(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k),
with all the moving cells coinciding on each side. Since the last cell to move lies
weakly below wc by Lemma 5.2.1, we may construct a matching from the cells of
̺c−1(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) exactly the same as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1, showing this is
also a generic Kohnert diagram and so equals rectify(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k). 
The final lemma needed for Theorem 5.1.13 equates the thread decompositions
of U+∩U≤k when we remove either U=k∗ or the cells that move during rectification.
Definition 5.2.7. For U ∈ D(a, k), let yi be the cell that moves from column i+1
of ̺i−1(U+∗ ) to column i of ̺
i(U+∗ ). The rectification path of U with respect to a
and k is the subdiagram U rect = {y1, y2, · · · , yc−1} ⊂ ∂a,k(U).
Lemma 5.2.8. For U ∈ D(a, k), the diagram rectify(U+∗ ∩U
≤k)\U rect is a generic
Kohnert diagram with thread weight
θ(rectify(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) \ U rect) = θ(U+ ∩ U<k).
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Proof. As usual, if the added column c of U satisfies c = 1, then the result is trivial,
so we assume c > 1. Letting U=k = {w1, . . . , wc} with wi in column i, we consider
successive steps in the rectification of U+∗ ∩U
≤k. Let yi denote the cell that moves
from column i+ 1 to column i under the ith iteration of ̺. Define sets Vi by
Vi = ̺(Vi−1 ∪ {wi+1} \ {yi}
for 1 ≤ i < c, where V0 = U
+ ∩ U≤k. Then we have
̺i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) = Vi ⊔ {ys, wt | 1 ≤ s < i+ 1 < t ≤ c}.
In particular, ̺c−1(U+∗ ∩U
≤k) = rectify(U+∗ ∩U
≤k) = Vc−1⊔U
rect. By construction,
for each i, the cells in columns i and i+1 of diagrams Vi and ̺
i(U+∗ ∩U
≤k) coincide.
We prove by induction on i that Vi is a generic Kohnert diagram with thread weight
θ(Vi) = θ(U
+ ∩ U<k).
The base case is immediate since V0 = U
+ ∩ U<k, so assume the result for some
0 ≤ i < c − 1. Since cells of Vi ⊔ {wi+2} and ̺
i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) coincide in columns
i + 1 and i + 2, since ̺i(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) is not a generic Kohnert diagram, neither is
Vi⊔{wi+2}. Therefore Vi⊔{wi+2} is a weak but not generic Kohnert diagram with
wi+2 a removable cell.
We claim wi+2 is the highest removable cell of Vi ⊔ {wi+2}. The diagrams Vi
and U+ ∩ U<k consist of the same cells weakly to the right of column i + 2. By
Lemma 5.2.4, in the thread decomposition of (U+∩U<k)⊔U=k, the cells of U=k are
threaded last. Thus wi+2 is the last cell of its column to be threaded in (U
+∩U<k)⊔
U=k, and so wi+2 is the last cell of its column to be threaded in Vi⊔{wi+2} as well.
Therefore Mθ(Vi) ⊂ Mθ(Vi ⊔ {wi+2}). By the uniqueness claim in Lemma 4.3.8,
wi+2 is the highest removable cell of Vi ⊔ {wi+2}.
Since yi+1 moves from Vi ⊔ {wi+2}
̺
7→ Vi+1, it is the lowest removable cell of
Vi ⊔ {wi+2}. Therefore, by Corollary 4.3.10, Vi+1 is a generic Kohnert diagram,
with thread weight θ(Vi+1) = θ(Vi) = θ(U
+ ∩ U<k). 
Finally, we prove Theorem 5.1.13, showing ∂a,k(U) ∈ KD(a) for U ∈ D(a, k).
Proof of Theorem 5.1.13. By Lemma 5.2.6, rectify(U+∗ ) = (U
+\U≤k)⊔rectify(U+∗ ∩
U≤k), so there exists a matching sequence M on rectify(U+∗ ) satisfying wt(M) =
θ(U+ \U≤k) + θ(U+ ∩U≤k). By Lemma 5.2.1, the cells of U rect are weakly below
row k, and so by Lemma 5.2.8, we have
wt(M)  θ(U+ \ U≤k) + θ(U+ ∩ U<k) + (c− 1)ek.
The sub-diagrams U+ and U<k are constructed by taking subsets of path compo-
nents ofMb+ek , and so in particular, restricting this gives a matching sequence on
U \U<k and on U ∩U<k. By Theorem 4.1.8, U+ \U≤k and U+∩U<k are Kohnert
diagrams of wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+\U≤k
) and wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+∩U<k
)), respectively, and so by
Lemma 2.3.8, we have
θ(U+ \ U≤k)  wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+\U≤k
)
θ(U+ ∩ U≤k)  wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+∩U<k
).
By definition, all labels in Lb+ek
∣∣
U+\U≤k
(respectively, all labels in Lb+ek
∣∣
U+∩U<k
)
are strictly greater than (respectively, strictly less than) k. Thus there exists a
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matching on the key diagram keyθ(U+\U≤k)+θ(U+∩U<k)+(c−1)ek with weight
wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+\U≤k
) +wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+∩U<k
) + (c− 1)ek
= wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+
) +wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U=k
)− ek = wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+
)− ek.
So then Theorem 4.1.8 implies
wt(M)  θ(U+ \ U≤k) + θ(U+ ∩ U<k) + (c− 1)ek  wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+
)− ek.
Therefore the generic Kohnert diagram ∂a,k(U) = U
−⊔rectify(U+∗ ) has a matching
sequence M ′ = (Mb+ek
∣∣
U−
) ⊔M . By Lemma 5.1.8, we have wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U−
) =
wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U−
), and so M ′ has weight
wt(M ′) = wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U−
) +wt(M)  wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U−
) +wt(Mb+ek
∣∣
U+
)− ek.
Since Mb+ek is a matching on U = U
− ⊔ U+ with wt(Mb+ek) = b+ ek, we have
wt(M ′)  wt(Mb+ek)− ek = b+ ek − ek = b  a.
SinceM ′ is a matching sequence on ∂a,k(U), by Theorem 4.1.8 we conclude ∂a,k(U)
is a Kohnert diagram for a. 
5.3. Stratum maps are injective. We have shown ∂a,k is a well-defined map
from D(a, k) to KD(a), so we now show ∂a,k is injective. To do so, we use the
rectification path to partition the stratum maps ∂a,k as follows.
Definition 5.3.1. For U ∈ D(a, k), we partition the stratum map by
∂+a,k(U) = rectify(U
+
∗ ) \ U
rect
∂−a,k(U) = U
− ⊔ U rect.
Notice, by construction we have ∂a,k(U) = ∂
+
a,k(U)⊔ ∂
−
a,k(U). We will show this
partitioning is natural with respect to the thread decomposition.
Proposition 5.3.2. For U ∈ D(a, k), the subdiagrams ∂+a,k(U) and ∂
−
a,k(U) are
generic Kohnert diagrams. For M+ and M− matching sequences on ∂+a,k(U) and
∂−a,k(U), respectively, for every cell x ∈ ∂a,k(U), we have
µM+(x) ≥ c if x ∈ ∂
+
a,k(U)
µM−(x) < c if x ∈ ∂
−
a,k(U).
Proof. We first consider the diagram ∂+a,k(U). By Lemma 5.2.6, ∂
+
a,k(U) = (U
+ \
U≤k)⊔ rectify(U+∗ ∩U
≤k) \U rect. By its definition, U+ \U≤k is a generic Kohnert
diagram with the same number of cells at each column weakly left of column c.
On the other hand, (rectify(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) \ U rect) is a generic Kohnert diagram by
Lemma 5.2.8, with thread weight θ(U+ ∩ U<k), and hence must also have the
same number of cells at each column weakly left of column c. Thus, ∂+a,k(U) is
a generic Kohnert diagram with the same number of cells at each column weakly
left of column c. It follows that µM+(x) ≥ c for every cell x ∈ ∂
+
a,k(U) and every
matching sequence on ∂+a,k(U).
We next consider the diagram ∂−a,k(U). By its definition, U
− is a generic Kohn-
ert diagram occupying only positions strictly left of column c. By Lemma 5.2.1,
the diagram U rect is a generic Kohnert diagram whose cells all lie strictly left of
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column c. Thus, ∂−a,k(U) = U
−⊔U rect is a generic Kohnert diagram occupying only
positions strictly left of column c. Thus µM−(x) < c for every cell x ∈ ∂
−
a,k(U) and
every matching sequence on ∂−a,k(U). 
The following is helpful in studying thread decompositions for U and for ∂a,k(U).
Lemma 5.3.3. For U ∈ D(a, k), c the added column of U , and b the excised weight
of U , for any weak composition d such that θ(U)  d ≺ b+ ek, we have dk > c.
Proof. Since b = θ(key
θ(U) \ {y}), where by Lemma 5.1.5 the cell y is in position
(c, k), we have (θ(U))j = bj for all indices j < k. Hence, dj = bj for all j < k as
well. So since d  b+ ek, we must have dk ≥ bk + 1 = c.
Suppose, for contradiction, dk = c. Since θ(U)  d, we may consider the
Kohnert labeling L = Ld(keyθ(U)). Since dk = bj = (θ(U))j for all indices j < k,
we must have L(x) = row(x) for every cell x below row k. Therefore for every cell
in position (i, k) for 1 ≤ i ≤ dk, must have label L(x) = k. In particular, L(y) = k
since y is in position (c, k). Since dk = bk+1 = c, y is the rightmost cell in keyθ(U)
with label k under L. Therefore, restricting L to the diagram keyθ(U)\{y} gives us a
labeling with content weight d−ek. By Lemma 2.3.8, b = θ(keyθ(U)\{y})  d−ek.
So since bj = dj for all indices j < k, and since bk = dk − 1, we necessarily have
(0k, bk+1, bk+2, · · · )  (0
k, dk+1, dk+2, · · · ). Hence, since bj = dj for all indices
j < k, and since bk + 1 = dk, we ultimately get b + ek  d. Since d  b + ek we
must have d = b+ ek, which contradicts our assumption that d 6= b+ ek. 
Lemma 5.3.4. For U ∈ D(a, k) and b the excised weight of U , we have
(5.3.1) Mθ(U \ U
=k) =Mb+ek(U)
∣∣
U\U=k
.
Proof. For brevity, we let M = Mb+ek(U)
∣∣
U\U=k
. Since the cells of U=k form
the path labeled k in Lb+ek(U), restricting to cells of U \ U
=k is equivalent to
Lb−bkek(U \ U
=k). By Proposition 5.1.4, in order to prove M =Mθ(U \ U
=k), it
suffices to show that θ(U \ U=k) = wt(M) = b− bkek, by Lemma 5.1.8.
By Theorem 4.1.8, the fact that (U \ U=k) is the underlying diagram of the
matching sequence M implies that (U \ U=k) is a Kohnert diagram of wt(M).
Thus θ(U \ U=k)  wt(M).
To prove wt(M)  θ(U \U=k), note thatM ⊔(w1 ← w2 ← · · ·wc) is a matching
sequence on U , so that by Theorem 4.1.8, we have θ(U)  wt(M) + cek. Since
θ(U \ U=k)  wt(M) with (θ(U \ U=k))k = 0 = (wt(M))k, we have
θ(U)  θ(U \ U=k) + cek  wt(M) + cek = b− bkek + cek = b+ ek.
If θ(U \ U=k) 6= wt(M), then θ(U \ U=k) + cek 6= b + ek, and it follows from
Lemma 5.3.3 that c = (θ(U \ U=k) + cek)k > c, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.3.5. For U ∈ D(a, k), we have
Mθ(∂a,k(U)) =Mθ(∂
+
a,k(U)) ⊔Mθ(∂
−
a,k(U)).
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.2, both ∂+a,k(U) and ∂
−
a,k(U) are Kohnert diagrams,
so we may consider their thread decompositions. Moreover, since all threads of
Mθ(∂
+
a,k(U)) have length at least c, where c is the added column of U , the result
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follows by Proposition 5.3.2 from showing each thread of Mθ(∂
+
a,k(U)) is also a
thread of Mθ(∂a,k(U)).
Let x be the first cell in the thread decomposition of ∂+a,k(U) such that x threads
into some y 6∈ ∂+a,k(U), and so y ∈ U
− ⊔ U rect. By Lemma 5.3.4, we cannot have
y ∈ U− since then it would have a thread of length shorter than c. Moreover, by
Lemma 5.2.8, if y ∈ U rect then y must have been in U=k before rectification, but
then by Lemma 5.3.4, it again has to have a thread of length shorter than c. Thus
y cannot exist, and the result follows. 
We now have our first major step toward reversing the stratum maps.
Theorem 5.3.6. For U ∈ D(a, k) with added column c, let U rect = {y1, . . . , yc−1}
with yi in column i for i ≥ 1, and let y0 be the position (1, k). be the rectification
path of U . Then for each 1 < i ≤ c − 1, yi is the highest cell in column i weakly
below yi−1 with µMθ(∂a,k(U))(yi) < c.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.5 and Proposition 5.3.2, we have ∂−a,k(U) = {x ∈ ∂a,k(U) |
µM (x) < c}. Thus it suffices to show at every column 1 ≤ i < c, the cells of
U− = ∂−a,k(U) \ U
rect in column i that are below yi−1 are also below yi.
By definition of ̺, we have mT (i, row(yi)) = 0, and by Lemma 5.2.1, we have
mT (i, j) > 0 for all rows j such that row(yi) < j ≤ row(yi−1). By the greedy
choice of the threading algorithm, this means the cells weakly above row(yi) and
strictly below yi−1 in columns i− 1, i are matched with lengths at least c. Thus by
Proposition 5.3.2, they cannot lie in U−, and the result follows. 
By Theorem 5.3.6, if we know the added column c of U , then we can recover the
cells {y1, y2, · · · , yc−1} that moved to obtain ∂a,k(U). Our next and final task for
proving the injectivity of ∂a,k(U) is to show that the added column c is unique.
The following elementary lemma allows us to adjust a matching sequence on a
key diagram to pass through a certain cell at the end of its row.
Lemma 5.3.7. Let T be a generic Kohnert diagram, and let c and r be positive
integers such that T occupies every position weakly left of column c in row r. Let z
be the cell in position (c, r), and let w be a cell in row r weakly to the left of z.
If there exists a matching sequence M on T such that µM (w) ≥ c, then there
exists a matching sequence M ′ on T with wt(M ′)  wt(M) such that µM ′(z) ≥ c.
Proof. Let M be a matching sequence on T and suppose w is the rightmost cell
in row r weakly to the left of z such that µM (w) ≥ c. If w = z, then there is
nothing to show, so assume w 6= z in which case we may let x be the cell of T to the
immediate right of w in row k. By induction, it suffices to show that there exists a
matching sequence M ′ on T such that µM ′ (x) ≥ c.
If M(x) = w, then M is such a matching, so we may assume this is not the case.
Therefore M(x) lies strictly above row k and the cell y for which M(y) = w lies
strictly below row k. Consider the underlying diagram S of the path components
of w and x in M , and let Mθ(S) = P ⊔ Q, where P has length µM (w) ≥ c and Q
has length µM (x) < c. Since M(x) is above w, the latter is threaded first, and so
belongs to P . If x also belongs to P , then we set N to be the thread matching on
S. Otherwise, x belongs to Q, which is strictly shorter than P , and so there must
exist some pair of cells u and v in some column i weakly to the right of x, with the
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cell u of Q above the cell v of P , such that in column (i+1), either the cell of Q is
below the cell of P or there is no cell of Q at all. In either case, we may construct a
matching sequence N on S from Mθ(S) by swapping the cells into which u and v
thread, setting N(x) = w, and, for y the cell that threads into w, setting N(y) to be
the cell into which x threads. Then wt(N) = θ(S), and µN (x) = µN (w) ≥ c. Use
this to define a matching sequence M ′ = (M |T\S) ⊔ N on T , so that µM ′(x) ≥ c
and via Lemma 2.3.8 wt(M ′) = wt(M |T\S) + θ(S)  wt(M). 
The next three lemmas provide the foundation for proving the uniqueness of the
added column of any pre-image of ∂a,k(U).
Lemma 5.3.8. For any U ∈ D(a, k), the added column c of U satisfies ak < c.
Moreover, for b the excised weight of U , we have
(5.3.2) #{j > k | bj ≥ c} = #{j > k | aj ≥ c}
Proof. From the relation b  a, for any value c we have inequalities
#{j > k | bj ≥ c} ≤ #{j > k | aj ≥ c},
#{j ≥ k | bj ≥ c} ≤ #{j ≥ k | aj ≥ c}.
Further, since bk = c − 1 for c the added column of U , the left hand sides above
must be equal. Therefore if equality holds for the lower expression, then ak < c,
and so Eq. (5.3.2) follows. Thus it suffices to show
(5.3.3) #{j > k | bj ≥ c} = #{j ≥ k | aj ≥ c}.
Suppose Eq. (5.3.3) is false. We will show this implies U ∈ D(a, k−1), contradicting
U ∈ D(a, k), thereby proving Eq. (5.3.3) and so, too, Eq. (5.3.2).
Let y be the cell in position (bk, k) of the key diagram keyb. We claim there
exists a matching sequence M on keyb with wt(M)  a such that µM (y) ≥ c. The
key diagram keyb is a Kohnert diagram of a by Proposition 2.3.9, so by Defini-
tion 5.1.1, we may consider the labeling La on keyb, with corresponding matching
sequence wt(Ma)  a. If µMa(y) ≥ c, then we may take M = Ma. Otherwise,
by Lemma 5.3.7, we may assume every cell in row k of keyb belongs to a path
component in Ma strictly shorter than c. If Eq. (5.3.3) is false, then there exists
a cell z in column c of keyb such that z is below row k but L(z) ≥ k. Let i be
the leftmost column such that the cell on the path component of Ma containing z
lies strictly below row k. If i = c, then we may take M = Ma for all cells other
than z and set M(z) = y. Then wt(M) ≺ wt(Ma)  a and µM (y) = µM0(z) ≥ c.
Else if i < c, then let w denote the cell in position (i, k). By our assumption about
the lengths of paths in Ma for cells in row k, we have µMa(w) < c ≤ µMa(z).
Thus there exists some column maximal column t ≥ i such that the cells on the
path component of Ma containing w lie above the cells on the path component of
Ma containing z in every column s between i and t. Define L
′ to be the labeling
derived from L by swapping the labels of the cells in the path components of Ma
containing w and z for every column s between i and t. Then wt(L′) = wt(L) = a.
The same argument used in the proof of Proposition 5.1.3 applies to the underlying
matching sequence of L′, and so we obtain a matching sequenceML′ on keyb with
wt(ML′)  a such that µM (w) = µMa(z) ≥ c, proving the claim.
Let M be any matching sequence on keyb with wt(M)  a and µM (y) ≥ c,
and let z be the cell in column c for which M(z) = y. Let z′ denote the cell
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in position (c, k) of the key diagram keyb+ek . Define a matching sequence M
′
on keyb+ek \ {z} from M by setting M
′(z′) = y, M ′(x) = z′ if M(x) = z, and
M ′(x) = M(x) otherwise. Then wt(M ′) = wt(M)  a. Thus, by Theorem 4.1.8,
the diagram keyb+ek \ {z} is a Kohnert diagram of a, so that by Lemma 2.3.8,
we have θ(keyb+ek \ {z})  a. Define another matching sequence N on keyb+ek
with anchor weight θ(keyb+ek \ {z}) + erow(z) by taking Mθ(keyb+ek \ {z}) and
then matching z into the cell to its immediate left in keyb+ek . By Theorem 4.1.8,
keyb+ek is a Kohnert diagram of θ(keyb+ek \{z})+erow(z), and so by Lemma 2.3.8,
θ(U)  b+ ek  θ(keyb+ek \ {z}) + erow(z).
Since θ(keyb+ek \ {z})  a and row(z) < k, we conclude that U ∈ D(a, k − 1). 
Lemma 5.3.9. For any U ∈ D(a, k), the diagram ∂+
a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of
θ(U+), and the diagram ∂−a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of θ(U
−) + (c− 1)ek. Thus
∂a,k(U) = ∂
+
a,k(U) ⊔ ∂
−
a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of b, and θ(∂a,k(U))  b.
Proof. Recall ∂a,k(U) = ∂
+
a,k(U) ⊔ ∂
−
a,k(U), where ∂
−
a,k(U) = U
− ⊔ U rect and, by
Lemma 5.2.6, we have ∂+a,k(U) = (U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔ rectify(U+∗ ∩ U
≤k) \ U rect. By
Lemma 5.2.8, we have θ(rectify(U+∗ ∩U
≤k)\U rect) = θ(U+∩U<k) giving a matching
sequence M+ =Mθ(U
+ \ U≤k) ⊔Mθ(rectify(U
+
∗ ∩ U
≤k) \ U rect) on ∂+a,k(U) with
anchor weightwt(M+) = θ(U+\U≤k)+θ(U+∩U<k) = θ(U+). On the other hand,
Lemma 5.2.1 implies the diagram U rect is a Kohnert diagram of (c − 1)ek, giving
a matching sequence M− =Mθ(U
−) ⊔Mθ(U
rect) with anchor weight wt(M−) 
θ(U−) + (c− 1)ek. By Theorem 4.1.8, ∂
+
a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of θ(U
+) and
∂−a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of θ(U
−) + (c− 1)ek.
Combining M+ and M− gives a matching sequence M on ∂a,k(U) with anchor
weight wt(M)  θ(U−) + θ(U+) + (c − 1)ek. By Theorem 4.1.8, we have U
± ∈
KD(wt(L |U±)), which by Lemma 2.3.8 implies θ(U
±)  wt(L |U±). Hence
θ(U+) + θ(U−)  wt(L |U+) +wt(L |U−) = wt(L |U+⊔U−) = b− bkek.
Since bk = c−1, it follows that wt(M)  b−(c−1)ek+(c−1)ek = b. We conclude
∂a,k(U) ∈ KD(b) by Theorem 4.1.8, and so θ(∂a,k(U))  b by Lemma 2.3.8. 
Lemma 5.3.10. For U ∈ D(a, k), c the added column and b the excised weight of
U , the weight of the thread decomposition of ∂+a,k(U) is
θ(∂+a,k(U))j =
{
bj if bj ≥ c
0 otherwise.
In particular, we have
(5.3.4) #{j > k | bj ≥ c} = #{j > k | (θ(∂a,k(U))j ≥ c}.
Proof. By construction of ∂+a,k(U), we have ∂
+
a,k(U) ⊔ U
rect = U+∗ = U
+ \ {w1},
where we regard U rect as a sub-diagram of U (pre-rectification). So then the dia-
gram U can be partitioned as
U = (U+) ⊔ U− = ∂+a,k(U) ⊔ (U
rect ⊔ {w1}) ⊔ U
−.
Lemma 5.2.1 implies the diagram U rect⊔{w1} is a generic Kohnert diagram, where
since w1 is in row k by Lemma 5.1.8, we have θ(U
rect ⊔ {w1}) = cek. Thus, there
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exists a matching sequence M =Mθ(∂
+
a,k(U)) ⊔Mθ(U
rect ⊔ {w1}) ⊔Mθ(U
−) on
U , with anchor weight wt(M) = θ(∂+a,k(U)) + cek + θ(U
−). By Theorem 4.1.8, we
obtain θ(U)  θ(∂+a,k(U)) + θ(U
−) + cek.
On the other hand, since ∂+a,k(U) is a Kohnert diagram of θ(U
+) by Lemma 5.3.9,
it follows by Lemma 2.3.8 that θ(∂+a,k(U))  θ(U
+). By Theorem 4.1.8, we have
U± ∈ KD(wt(L |U±)), which by Lemma 2.3.8 implies θ(U
±)  wt(L |U±). Hence
θ(U+) + θ(U−)  wt(L |U+) +wt(L |U−) = wt(L |U+⊔U−) = b− bkek.
Therefore we have
θ(∂+a,k(U)) + θ(U
−) + cek  θ(U
+) + θ(U−) + cek  b+ (c− bk)ek = b+ ek.
Since θ(U)  θ(∂+a,k(U)) + θ(U
−) + cek  b + ek, where the kth part is given by
precisely bk + 1 = c, Lemma 5.3.3 implies we must have
θ(∂+a,k(U)) + θ(U
−) + cek = b+ ek.
Now bk = c− 1 < c, and by the definition of U
−, all parts of θ(U−) are necessarily
less than c. Thus θ(∂+a,k(U)) = b
+, and Eq. 5.3.4 follows. 
Finally, we combine these results to prove for U ∈ D(a, k), the diagram U is
the unique pre-image of the diagram ∂a,k(U) under the kth stratum map ∂a,k of a.
That is, ∂a,k is injective.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.14. Let U ∈ D(a, k). By Lemma 5.2.1, we know exactly
how each yi ∈ U
rect moved in constructing ∂a,k(U). Moreover, by Lemma 5.1.8,
the excised cell w1 of U is in position (1, k). Thus, by Theorem 5.3.6, we may
completely recover the Kohnert diagram U ∈ D(a, k) from its image under ∂a,k
provided we know the added column c of U . It follows that if we have a different
diagram U ′ ∈ D(a, k) such that ∂a,k(U
′) = ∂a,k(U), then U
′ must come equipped
with a distinct added column c′ 6= c and consequently have an excised weight
b′ 6= b, since by construction we would get b′k = c
′ − 1 6= c− 1 = bk.
Suppose, for contradiction, U ′ ∈ D(a, k) with added column c′ > c and excised
weight b′ 6= b satisfies ∂a,k(U
′) = ∂a,k(U). By Eq. (5.3.4) of Lemma 5.3.10 and
Eq. (5.3.2) of Lemma 5.3.8, we have
#{j > k | (θ(∂a,k(U)))j ≥ c} = #{j > k | bj ≥ c} = #{j > k | aj ≥ c}.
By Lemma 5.1.5 (2), b′  a, and by Lemma 5.3.8, we have c > ak, so that by
our assumption, we have b′ = c′ − 1 ≥ c > ak, and so
#{j > k | b′j ≥ c} < #{j > k | aj ≥ c}.
However, since θ(∂a,k(U))  b
′, by Lemma 5.3.9, we have
#{j > k | (θ(∂a,k(U)))j ≥ c} ≥ #{j > k | aj ≥ c}.
These two inequalities directly contradict the earlier one, and so c is unique. 
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6. Key applications
In its more general form, Pieri’s rule [19] gives an elegant formula for the Schur
expansion of the product of a Schur polynomial with a single row Schur polynomial
as the sum over all ways to add m cells successively to the diagram of the partition
with no two cells added in the same column. We call these added cells a horizontal
m-strip. The same bijective proof using the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth insertion
algorithm applies to this more general case as well, due to properties of the algo-
rithm when inserting successive entries that are weakly decreasing. Analogous to
this, in Section 6.1 we present our final main result giving a similar bijection that
takes a pair of Kohnert diagrams, the latter being a horizontal strip, and maps
it bijectively to another Kohnert diagram. We prove the bijection in Section 6.2
by considering further properties of the bijection for the single cell case. Finally,
in Section 6.3, we look closely at our formula to characterize when the product is
nonnegative, giving simpler formulas for certain special cases, including the geo-
metrically important Schubert polynomials of Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [14].
6.1. Horizontal strips. As with the single cell case, an elegant combinatorial
proof uses the RSK insertion algorithm [21, 23, 12] together with a row-bumping
lemma that considers successive insertions.
Theorem 6.1.1 ([23]). Given any partition λ of length at most n and any positive
integer m, there exists a weight-preserving bijection
(6.1.1) SSYTn(λ)× SSYTn(m)
∼
−→
⊔
µ⊃λ
µ/λ hor. m−strip
SSYTn(µ),
where µ/λ is the set-theoretic difference of the diagrams of µ and λ.
As with the simpler case, the image of the bijection in Theorem 6.1.1 induced by
RSK insertion is disjoint, so taking generating polynomials we obtain Pieri’s rule
for multiplying Schur polynomials [19] as an immediate corollary.
Theorem 6.1.2 ([19]). For a partition λ and m > 0 an integer, we have
(6.1.2) sλs(m) =
∑
µ/λ hor. m−strip
sµ.
Example 6.1.3. Consider the partition λ = (3, 2, 2) and m = 2. Adding a single
cell to λ results in one of the partitions (3, 2, 2, 1), (3, 3, 2), (4, 2, 2). To each of these
we add an additional cell such that the two added cells lie in different columns,
giving the five partitions (3, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 2, 1), (4, 2, 2, 1), (4, 3, 2), (5, 2, 2). Notice
we consider only the resulting shapes and not the order in which the cells are
added. For instance, we can arrive at the shape (4, 2, 2, 1) by first adding in the
fourth column then in the first, or by first adding in the first column then in the
fourth. Theorem 6.1.2 gives the following expansion illustrated in Fig. 24
s(3,2,2)s(2) = s(3,2,2,2) + s(3,3,2,1) + s(4,2,2,1) + s(4,3,2) + s(5,2,2).
Our key insertion similarly generalizes to a weight-preserving bijection onto a
space of Kohnert diagrams whose row weights determine the monomial expansion
of the product of a key polynomial with a single row key polynomial.
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Figure 24. An illustration of the Pieri rule for computing the
Schur expansion of the product s(3,2,2)s(2), where the two marked
cells (•) denote the added horizontal 2-strip.
The target space of the full key-Pieri bijection may be stated as the union of the
Kohnert spaces of all the ways to add m cells – whilst performing left-swaps before
and after each cell addition – to the key diagram of the weak composition with no
two cells added in the same column.
Definition 6.1.4. Given a weak composition a, and any pair of positive integers
k ≤ n and m, define
(6.1.3) D(m)(a, k) =
⋃
b
KD(b)
where the union is over all weak compositions b obtainable from a sequence of weak
compositions b(0),b(1), · · · ,b(m) = b satisfying:
(1) b(0)  a;
(2) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, b(i)  b(i−1) + eji , where 1 ≤ ji ≤ k;
(3) b
(1)
j1
, . . . ,b
(m)
jm
are all distinct.
In particular, notice D(0)(a, k) = KD(a) and D(1)(a, k) = D(a, k). Using this,
we generalize Theorem 6.1.2 to key polynomials by generalizing Theorem 3.1.4 to
horizontal strips with the following result, proved in Section 6.2.
Theorem 6.1.5. Given any weak composition a and any pair of positive integers
k ≤ n and m, there exists a weight-preserving bijection
(6.1.4) KD(a)×KD(mek)
∼
−→ D(m)(a, k).
Example 6.1.6. Consider the weak composition a = (2, 0, 3, 2) with k = 3 and
m = 2. When adding cells in the key polynomial case, recall that we may move
cells down to support the addition in a given row. If we again filter terms so that
we avoid the redundancy when one set of Kohnert diagrams is wholly contained in
another, then we have the following seven terms illustrated in Fig. 25,
KD(2,0,3,2)×KD(0,0,2) = KD(2,2,3,2)∪KD(2,3,3,1)∪KD(3,1,3,2)∪KD(2,1,4,2)
∪KD(3,0,4,2)∪KD(2,3,4)∪KD(2,0,5,2).
Generalizing Definition 3.2.1, we have the following notion of horizontal strips
for key diagrams parallel to the case for Young diagrams.
Definition 6.1.7. Given a weak composition a and positive integers k and m, a
k-addable horizontal m-strip for a is a sequence of positions
(c1, r1) , (c2, r2) , . . . , (cm, rm)
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Figure 25. An illustration of the Pieri rule computing the key
expansion of the product κ(2,0,3,2)κ(0,0,2), where the two marked
cells (•) denote the added horizontal 2-strip and crossed cells (×)
drop to the marked positions (+).
such that the columns indices c1, c2, . . . , cm are distinct and (ci, ri) is a k-addable
cell for a(i−1), where a(0) = a and a(i) = supp
(ci,ri)
a(i−1)
+ eri for i > 0.
Note we may always take c1 < c2 < · · · < cm in Definition 6.1.7. This concept
of horizontal strips allows us to tighten the expansion on the right hand side of
Theorem 6.1.5, analogous to Theorem 3.2.10.
Corollary 6.1.8. Given a weak composition a and positive integers k ≤ n and m,
there exists a weight-preserving bijection
(6.1.5) KD(a)×KD(mek)
∼
−→
⋃
(c1,r1),...,(cm,rm)
k−addable m-strip
KD(a(m)),
where a(0) = a and a(i) = supp
(ci,ri)
a(i−1)
+ eri for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Revisiting Ex. 6.1.6, we have the key polynomial expansion
κ(2,0,3,2)κ(0,0,2) = κ(2,2,3,2) + κ(2,3,3,1) + κ(3,1,3,2) − κ(2,2,3,1) + κ(2,1,4,2)
+κ(3,0,4,2) + κ(2,3,4) − κ(3,2,4) + κ(2,0,5,2).
6.2. Iterated bijections. By Lemma 2.3.8 and Proposition 2.3.9, for a generic
Kohnert diagram T , the key diagram keyθ(T ) belongs to any set KD(D) to which T
belongs. Consequently, for any weak composition a, and any pair of positive integers
k ≤ n and m, we have T ∈ D(m)(a, k) if and only if keyθ(T ) ∈ D
(m)(a, k). This
useful fact will be invoked ubiquitously, albeit implicitly, throughout this section.
Since left-swaps and, more generally, Kohnert moves do not change column
weights, it follows for each diagram U ∈ D(m)(a, k), there exists a unique added
column m-set {c1, c2, · · · , cm} satisfying
cwt(U) = cwt(a) +
m∑
i=1
eci .
We immediately observe from the definitions that for each m, the target space
D(m+1)(a, k) can be obtained from D(m)(a, k) through the following recursion:
(6.2.1)
D(m+1)(a, k) =
⋃
key
b
∈D(m)(a,k)
1≤c1<c2<···<cm
{
U ∈ D(b, k)
∣∣∣∣∣ cwt(U) = cwt(a) +
m∑
i=1
eci .
}
When k = 1, the above recursion simplifies to
(6.2.2) D(m+1)(a, 1) =
⋃
key
b
∈D(m)(a,k)
D(b, 1).
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We use Recursions (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) to prove Theorem 6.1.5 in two special cases
that parallel our work in Section 4. The first case we explore involves iterating the
bottom insertion map ∆1.
Theorem 6.2.1. For each weak composition a and positive integer m, iterating the
bottom insertion map ∆1 induces a weight-preserving bijection
(6.2.3) KD(a)×KD(me1)
∼
−→ D(m)(a, 1).
In particular, Theorem 6.1.5 is proved for k = 1.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on m. For our base cases, m = 0 is
trivial, and m = 1 follows from Theorem 4.1.13.
We now assume for our induction hypothesis that for some m ≤ 1, iterating
the bottom insertion map ∆1 induces a weight-preserving bijection of the form
Eq. (6.2.3). Let T ∈ KD(a), and consider the diagrams U∗ = ∆m1 (T ) and U =
∆1(U
∗) = ∆m+11 (T ). Since each iteration of ∆1 is (row) weight-preserving, a quick
induction argument gives us wt(U) = wt(T ) + (m+ 1)e1.
We wish to show U ∈ D(m+1)(a, 1). To do so, we invoke the induction hypothesis
to obtain U∗ ∈ D(m)(a, 1), and therefore keyθ(U∗) ∈ D
(m)(a, k) as well. In turn,
Theorem 4.1.13 implies U ∈ D(θ(U∗), 1), and so following Recursion (6.2.2), we
have U ∈ D(m+1)(a, 1).
Now let U ∈ D(m+1)(a, 1). We want to show there exists a unique T ∈ KD(a)
such that U = ∆m+11 (T ). From Recursion (6.2.2), we know U ∈ D(b, 1) for some
weak composition b such that keyb ∈ D
(m)(a, 1). So by Theorem 4.1.13, there
exists a unique diagram U∗ ∈ KD(b) ⊂ D(m)(a, k) such that U = ∆1(U
∗). We
then invoke our induction hypothesis to conclude there exists a unique diagram
T ∈ KD(a) such that U = ∆1(∆
m
1 (T )) = ∆
m+1
1 (T ). 
The second special case we explore involves iterating the top insertion map ∆∞,
where we make use of Theorem 4.2.7 to prove the following.
Theorem 6.2.2. Let a be a weak composition, and set ℓ = maxi{ai > 0}. For
every positive integer ℓ ≤ k ≤ n, iterating the top insertion map ∆∞ induces a
weight-preserving injection
(6.2.4) KD(a)×KD(mek) →֒ D
(m)(a, k).
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on m. For our base cases, the result for
m = 0 is trivial, and m = 1 follows from Theorem 4.3.15.
We now assume for our induction hypothesis that for some m ≥ 1, iterating the
top insertion map ∆∞ induces a weight-preserving injection of the form Eq. (6.2.4).
Let (T,H) ∈ KD(a) ×KD((m+ 1)ek), where we may write
H = {(i, ji) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1}
for some k ≥ j1 ≥ · · · ≥ jm+1 > 0. By iterating the top insertion map ∆∞, we
obtain the following diagrams U∗ and U :
U∗ = ∆∞(∆∞(· · · (∆∞(T, j1), j2), · · · ), jm),
U = ∆∞(U
∗, jm+1).
Since each iteration of ∆∞ is (row) weight-preserving, a quick induction argument
gives us wt(U) = wt(T ) +wt(H).
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We now want to show U ∈ D(m+1)(a, k). Firstly, observe how the sub-diagram
H \ {(m + 1, jm+1)} is a Kohnert diagram of mej . It follows by our induction
hypothesis U∗ ∈ D(m)(a, k), and therefore keyθ(U∗) ∈ D
(m)(a, k) as well. In turn,
Theorem 4.3.15 implies U ∈ D(θ(U∗), k). In light of Recursion (6.2.1), it suffices
to show
cwt(U)− cwt(a) =
∑
i∈C
ei,
for some column set C ∈
(
N
m+1
)
.
Let D be the weight-preserving bijection from semistandard Young tableaux to
generic Kohnert diagrams obtained by moving cells in column c with entry r to
position (c, n+ 1− r). From Theorem 4.2.7, we get
U = D(RSK(D−1(T ), w)),
where
w = (n− j1 + 1), (n− j2 + 1), · · · , (n− jm+1 + 1)
is precisely the reading word of the tableau D−1(H), and where the right hand
side of the equation denotes the result of inserting w into the tableau D−1(T ) via
RSK. By Proposition 2.2.4, we have D−1(T ) ∈ SSYTn(λ), where λ = sort(a), and
D
−1(H) ∈ SSYTn(m + 1). Thus, Theorem 6.1.1 implies D
−1(U) ∈ SSYTn(µ), for
some partition µ ⊃ λ with µ/λ a horizontal (m+1)-strip. Since cwt(U) = cwt(µ)
and cwt(a) = cwt(λ), we conclude
cwt(U)− cwt(a) = cwt(µ) − cwt(λ) =
m+1∑
i=1
eci,
for some column indices c1, c2, · · · , cm+1, which all have to be distinct since µ/λ is
a horizontal (m+ 1)-strip. Therefore, U ∈ D(m+1)(a, k).
We have left to show (T,H) is the unique pre-image of U under iterated applica-
tion of the top insertion ∆∞. Let (T
′, H ′) ∈ KD(a)× KD((m+ 1)ek) be one such
pre-image of U . Following the same arguments as we have done regarding T and
H , we conclude (D−1(T ′),D−1(H ′)) ∈ SSYTn(λ) × SSYTn(m + 1) is a pre-image
of D−1(U) under RSK-insertion. But by Theorem 6.1.1 again, (D−1(T ),D−1(H))
is the unique pre-image of D−1(U). Hence, we must have (T ′, H ′) = (T,H). 
We may, if we wish, continue on to show the map described in Theorem 6.2.2
is a bijection and hence prove Theorem 6.1.5 for k ≥ ℓ. However, doing so at this
juncture will not be necessary. Moving forward, we will describe weight-preserving
injective maps in the reverse direction for all values of k > 1, and so our current
result of injectivity in the forward direction for sufficiently large values of k is
actually sufficient for proving the desired theorem in its entirety, after which a
separate proof of surjectivity will have been rendered redundant.
Given a weak composition a and fixed positive integer m, we now proceed to
stratify the target spaces D(m)(a, k) for each positive integer k in a similar fashion
as we have done to the target spaces D(a, k) in Section 5. As is the case when
m = 1, these target spaces in general form a nested sequence of spaces of Kohnert
diagrams,
· · · ⊃ D(m)(a, k + 1) ⊃ D(m)(a, k) ⊃ · · · ⊃ D(m)(a, 1).
We use this to stratify the target space of our desired bijection by
(6.2.5) D
(m)
(a, k) = D(m)(a, k) \ D(m)(a, k − 1).
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For each pair of positive integers 1 < k ≤ n and m, we define an injective map
(6.2.6) ∂
(m)
a,k : D
(m)
(a, k) −→ D(m−1)(a, k)
satisfying wt(U) = wt(∂
(m)
a,k (U)) + ek, and we show how these maps together with
the iterated top and bottom insertions prove Theorem 6.1.5.
Thankfully, we need not build these degree-m stratum maps from scratch. It
turns out the stratum maps of any fixed degree m can be described as a degree-1
stratum map, which we defined in Section 5. That is, given a weak composition
a and positive integers 1 < k ≤ n and m, there exists for each Kohnert diagram
U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k) a weak composition b with keyb ∈ D
(m−1)(a, k) such that
(6.2.7) ∂
(m)
a,k (U) = ∂b,k(U).
Much of the rest of this section is devoted to identifying an appropriate weak
composition b for which Eq. (6.2.7) holds. That the general stratum maps are
injective thereafter follows from the same logic used in Section 5.3 to prove the
stratum maps at m = 1 are injective.
Recall Definition 5.1.6, in which the excised weight of a Kohnert diagram U in
the kth stratum D(a, k) is obtained from an appropriate decomposition of the key
diagram key
θ(U). We generalize this notion and find for each Kohnert diagram U in
the kth degree-m stratum D
(m)
(a, k) a suitable decomposition of the key diagram
key
θ(U). To that end, we make the following key observation.
Lemma 6.2.3. Let K be a key diagram that admits a nontrivial decomposition
K = T ⊔ Y , for some generic Kohnert diagram T . If y ∈ Y is the highest cell in
the leftmost column occupied by Y , then T ⊔ {y} ∈ KD(θ(T ) + erow(y)).
Proof. If y is in the first column, then we are done. So suppose y is not in the first
column. Since K is a key diagram, our choice of y guarantees that for every cell of
T ⊔ {y} weakly to the left of y and not in column 1, the position to its immediate
left is occupied by T . Consequently, the path of the cell x of T to the immediate
left of y begins at x and is anchored at the row of y. We may then match y into
x to obtain a matching sequence Mθ(T ) ∪ (x← y) on T ⊔ {y} with anchor weight
θ(T ) + erow(y). Therefore, by Theorem 4.1.8, the diagram T ⊔ {y} is a Kohnert
diagram of θ(T ) + erow(y). 
We use Lemma 6.2.3 in an inductive argument to establish a criterion that every
Kohnert diagram in the target space of our desired bijection must satisfy.
Definition 6.2.4. Let U be a diagram. Let a be a weak composition and let k ≤ n
and m be positive integers. Suppose U admits a decomposition U = T ⊔ Y , where
T ∈ KD(a) and Y is a horizontal m-strip whose cells are all weakly below row k.
Then we say that the decomposition U = T ⊔Y is a drop decomposition of U (with
respect to a, k and m), and we refer to the cells of Y as the added cells associated
to the drop decomposition.
Theorem 6.2.5. Let a be a weak composition, and let k ≤ n and m be positive
integers. Suppose U is a generic Kohnert diagram.
If the key diagram key
θ(U) admits a drop decomposition with respect to a, k and
m, then U ∈ D(m)(a, k). Conversely, if U ∈ D(m)(a, k), then U admits a drop
decomposition with respect to a, k and m, and each added cell associated to the
drop decomposition occupies a column in the added column set of U .
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Proof. Suppose K = T ⊔ {y1, y2, · · · , ym} drop decomposition with respect to a, k
andm, where the cells y1, y2, · · · , ym are labeled left-to-right inK. Let b
(0) = θ(T ),
and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m define b(i) = θ(T ⊔ {y1, · · · , yi}). By the definition of a
drop decomposition, T ∈ KD(a) which implies b(0)  a by Lemma 2.3.8. For
each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have b(i)  b(i−1) + erow(yi) by Lemma 6.2.3, where by
the definition of the drop decomposition, each yi is weakly below row k. Note
θ(U) = θ(K) = b(m), so U ∈ KD(b(m)). Following the indexing set of the right-
hand side of Eq. (6.1.4) of Theorem 6.1.5, we conclude U ∈ D(m)(a, k).
On the other hand, suppose U ∈ D(m)(a, k). Following the indexing set of the
right-hand side of Eq. (6.1.4) of Theorem 6.1.5, there exists a sequence of weak
compositions b(0),b(1), · · · ,b(m) satisfying
(1) b(0)  a,
(2) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, b(i)  b(i−1) + eji , where 1 ≤ ji ≤ k,
such that U ∈ KD(b(m)). by Proposition 2.3.9.
We now set T (m) = U , and we proceed by downward induction to show for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ m there exists a decomposition T (i) = T (i−1) ⊔ {yi} such that the
sub-diagram T (i−1) is a Kohnert diagram of b(i−1) and the cell yi is weakly below
row k. We assume T (i) is a Kohnert diagram of b(i), which already holds for our
base case i = m. By condition (2) above, we have b(i)  b(i−1) + eji , and so by
applying Lemma 2.3.8 twice, we infer T (i) ∈ KD(b(i−1) + eji). By Definition 5.1.1,
we may consider the Kohnert labeling Lb(i−1)+eji on T . This labeling induces a
decomposition T (i) = T (i−1) ⊔ {yi}, where Lb(i−1)+eji
∣∣
T (i−1)
has content weight
b(i−1) and where yi has label ji. Since ji ≤ k by condition (2), yi is weakly below
row k from the definition of labelings. The same argument used in the proof of
Proposition 5.1.3 applies to the underlying matching sequence M for Lb(i−1)+eji
restricted to T (i−1), and so wt(M)  b(i−1). Thus by Theorem 4.1.8, T (i−1) is a
Kohnert diagram of b(i−1), and we are done.
By induction, we obtain a decomposition U = T (0) ⊔ {y1, y2, · · · , ym}, where
T (0) is a Kohnert diagram of b(0) and the cells y1, y2, · · · , ym are all weakly below
row k. Since b(0)  a by condition (1), we again apply Lemma 2.3.8 twice to infer
T (0) ∈ KD(a). So in order for T (0) ⊔ {y1, y2, · · · , ym} to be a drop decomposition
of U with respect to a, k and m, we have left to show the cells yi are all in distinct
columns. Since U ∈ D(m)(a, k), we must have cwt(U)− cwt(a) =
∑m
i=1 eci, where
{c1, c2, · · · , cm} is the added column set of U . Since Kohnert moves preserve column
weights, we have cwt(T (0)) = cwt(a) and cwt(K) = cwt(U). Therefore,
m∑
i=1
ecol(yi) = cwt(K)− cwt(T
(0)) = cwt(U)− cwt(a) =
m∑
i=1
eci .
For the above equalities to hold, the cells y1, y2, · · · , ym must each occupy a distinct
column in the added column set of U . This concludes our proof. 
Theorem 6.2.5 is instrumental in proving a criterion that determines when a
Kohnert diagram of D(m)(a, k) is actually a diagram of D(m)(a, k− 1). To describe
this criterion, the following notation will be convenient.
Definition 6.2.6. Let T be an arbitrary diagram. For each position (c, r), define
(6.2.8) dc,r(T ) = #{x ∈ T | col(x) = c, row(x) ≥ r}.
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Abusing notation, given a weak composition a and positive integers c and r, define
(6.2.9) dc,r(a) = dc,r(keya) = #{j ≥ r | aj ≥ c}.
The above notation is highly compatible with Kohnert moves, which push cells
down. Namely, if S ≺ T then dc,r(S) ≤ dc,r(T ) for each position (c, r); by extension,
if T is a Kohnert diagram of a weak composition a, then dc,r(T ) ≤ dc,r(a) for
each pair of positive integers c and r. We may additionally state this observation
purely in terms of weak compositions, as Proposition 2.3.9 implies for each pair of
weak compositions b  a, and for each pair of positive integers c and r, we have
dc,r(b) ≤ dc,r(a).
Lemma 6.2.7. Let a be a weak composition, and let 1 < k ≤ n and m be positive
integers. Suppose U ∈ D(m)(a, k).
If every column c in the added column set of U satisfies
(6.2.10) dc,k(θ(U)) ≤ dc,k(a),
then U ∈ D(m)(a, k − 1).
Proof. Let U ∈ D(m)(a, k) and suppose every column in the added column set
of U satisfies Eq. (6.2.10). In light of Theorem 6.2.5, it suffices to show the key
diagram K = keyθ(U) has a drop decomposition with respect to a, (k − 1) and
m. By way of contradiction, we suppose this is not the case. By Lemma 6.2.7,
we may pick a drop decomposition K = T ⊔ Y of K with respect to a, k and
m that has the least number of added cells occupying row k. Let y ∈ Y be the
leftmost added cell in row k of the drop decomposition, and let c be the column
of y. We claim there exists a matching sequence M on T with wt(M)  a such
that for some cell y′ of T below y in column c, the cell M(y′) is weakly above
row k. By the definition of a drop decomposition, T is a Kohnert diagram of a.
Thus, by Definition 5.1.1, we may consider the Kohnert labeling La on T and the
underlying Kohnert matching satisfying wt(Ma)  a by Proposition 5.1.3. Let
x′ be the cell of T to the immediate left of y in row k. If µMa(x
′) ≥ c, then we
may take M = Ma. Otherwise, by Lemma 5.3.7, we may assume every cell of
T weakly left of y in row k belongs to a path component in Ma strictly shorter
than c. Since c is in the added column set of U by Theorem 6.2.5 and therefore
satisfies Eq. (6.2.10), we have dc,k(T ) < dc,k(a). So there exists a cell y
′ below y
in its column with label less than k. Let i be the leftmost column such that the
cell on the path component of Ma containing y
′ lies strictly below row k. If i = c,
then we may again take M =Ma. Else, if i < c, then let w be the cell in position
(i, k). By our assumption about the lengths of paths in Ma for cells left of y in
row k, we have µMa(w) < c ≤ µMa(y
′). Thus there exists some maximal column
t ≥ i such that the cells on the path component of Ma containing w lie above
the cells on the path component containing y′ for every column s between i and
t. Define L′ to be the labeling derived from La by swapping the labels of the cells
in the path components of Ma containing w and y
′ for every column s between
i and t. The same argument used in the proof of Proposition 5.1.3 applies to the
underlying matching sequence of L′, and so we obtain a matching sequence ML′
on T with wt(ML′)  a such that µML′ (w) = µMa(y
′) ≥ c. By Lemma 5.3.7, we
subsequently get a matching sequence M with wt(M)  wt(ML′)  a such that
µM (x
′) ≥ c, proving the claim.
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Let M be any matching sequence on T with wt(M)  a such that for some cell
y′ of T below y in column c, the cell M(y′) is weakly above row k. We will show
interchanging y with y′ as an added cell gives us a drop decomposition of K (with
respect to a, k and m) with one fewer added cell occupying row k than the one we
picked, at which point we arrive at a contradiction. Define a matching sequenceM ′
on the diagram T ′ = (T \{y′})⊔{y} fromM by setting M ′(y) =M(y′), M ′(x) = y
if M(x) = y′, and M ′(x) =M(x) otherwise. Then wt(M) = wt(M)  a. Then T ′
is a Kohnert diagram of a by Theorem 4.1.8. Since y and y′ lie in the same column
c, the diagram Y ′ = (Y \ {y})⊔{y′} is a horizontal m-strip. It follows K = T ′ ⊔Y ′
is indeed a drop decomposition with respect to a, k and m, but Y ′ has one fewer
cell in row k than Y , which contradicts our minimality assumption about the drop
decomposition U = T ⊔ Y . 
Lemma 6.2.8. Let a be a weak composition, and let 1 < k ≤ n and m be positive
integers. If U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k), then the following conditions hold.
(1) there exists a column c in the added column set of U such that
(6.2.11) dc,k(θ(U)) > dc,k(a),
(2) for every column c in the added column set of U satisfying Eq. (6.2.11),
and for every drop decomposition of keyθ(U) with respect to a, k and m, the
added cell occupying column c is in position (c, k).
Proof. Condition (1) immediately follows from Lemma 6.2.7. Now let c be a column
in the added column set of U satisfying Eq. (6.2.11), and let key
θ(U) = T ⊔ Y be a
drop decomposition of keyθ(U) with respect to a, k and m. Let y ∈ Y be the added
cell of the drop decomposition in column c. Since T ∈ KD(a), we necessarily have
dc,k(T ) ≤ dc,k(a). If y is not in row k, then since y is the only cell in column c of
keyθ(U) \ T , it follows
dc,k(θ(U)) = dc,k(T ) ≤ dc,k(a).
This directly contradicts our assumption of c satisfying Eq. (6.2.11). Therefore, y
must be in row k. 
Lemma 6.2.9. Let a be a weak composition, and let 1 < k ≤ n and m be positive
integers. Suppose U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k), and let c be the rightmost column in the added
column set of U satisfying Eq. (6.2.11) of Lemma 6.2.8.
Then there exists a drop decomposition of keyθ(U) with respect to a, k and m
such that the rightmost added cell in row k is at column c.
Proof. Let U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k) and let c be the rightmost column in the added column
set of U satisfying Eq. (6.2.11) of Lemma 6.2.8. Pick any drop decomposition
K = T ⊔ {y1, y2, · · · , ym} of K = keyθ(U) with respect to a, k and m, where
the cells y1, y2, · · · , ym are labeled in order from left to right. Let yp for some
1 ≤ p ≤ m be the added cell in column c. If p = m, then since yp is necessarily
in row k by Lemma 6.2.8 (2), the lemma is trivially satisfied. So assume without
loss of generality p < m. So T ∈ KD(a) and every cell y1, y2, · · · , ym is weakly
below row k. Since T ∈ KD(a), we have θ(T )  a by Lemma 2.3.8. By means of
induction, we obtain via Lemma 6.2.3 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ p, θ(T ⊔ {y1, · · · , yi}) 
θ(T ⊔ {y1, · · · , yi−1} + erow(yi), where each yi is weakly below row k. Thus, the
diagram T ′ = T ⊔ {y1, · · · , yp} is in D
(p)(a, k).
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We now take a slight detour and consider the thread weight a′ = θ(T ′). Note
K = T ′ ⊔ {yp+1, · · · , ym} is a drop decomposition with respect to a
′, k and m,
so by Theorem 6.2.5, U ∈ D(m−p)(a′, k), with added column set given by the
column indices of yp+1, · · · , ym. We claim U ∈ D
(m−p)(a′, k − 1), where in light of
Lemma 6.2.7, it suffices to show
dcol(yi),k(θ(U)) ≤ dcol(yi),k(a
′),
for every p < i ≤ m. From our assumption about c, we know
dcol(yi),k(θ(U)) ≤ dcol(yi),k(a),
for every p < i ≤ m. It therefore further suffices to show
dcol(yi),k(a
′) ≤ dcol(yi),k(a),
for every p < i ≤ m. We shall in fact prove an even stronger statement. Namely,
(6.2.12) di,j(a
′) ≤ di,j(a),
for every position (i, j) with i > c.
Fix a position (i, j) with i > c. For ease of notation, let T0 = T and for
1 ≤ i′ ≤ p, let Ti′ = T ⊔ {y1, · · · , yi′}. Firstly, since θ(T0)  KD(a), we have
di,j(θ(T0)) ≤ di,j(a). Then, for each 1 ≤ i
′ ≤ p, since θ(Ti′)  θ(Ti′−1) + erow(yi′),
we have di,j(θ(Ti′) ≤ di,j(θ(Ti′−1) + erow(yi′ )). We also have
cwt(key
θ(Ti′−1)+erow(yi′ )
) = cwt(θ(Ti′−1) + erow(yi′)) = cwt(θ(Ti′))
= cwt(Ti′) = cwt(Ti′−1 ⊔ {yi′})
= cwt(Ti′−1) + ecol(yi′ ) = cwt(θ(Ti′−1)) + ecol(yi′)
= cwt(keyθ(Ti′−1)) + ecol(yi′),
which implies keyθ(Ti′−1)+erow(yi′ )
= keyθ(Ti′−1) ⊔ {yi′}. Hence,
di,j(θ(Ti′−1) + erow(yi′ )) = di,j(keyθ(Ti′−1)+erow(yi′ )
) = di,j(keyθ(Ti′−1) ⊔ {yi′}),
where since yi′ is weakly to the left of column c, and since c < i,
di,j(keyθ(Ti′−1) ⊔ {yi′}) = di,j(keyθ(Ti′−1)) = di,j(θ(Ti′−1)).
It follows di,j(θ(Ti′)) ≤ di,j(θ(Ti′−1)). By induction, we get
di,j(a
′) = di,j(θ(Tp)) ≤ di,j(a),
and Eq. (6.2.12) is satisfied. Therefore, U ∈ D(m−p)(a′, k − 1).
We deduce the key diagram K = keyθ(U) is also in D
(m−p)(a′, k − 1). By The-
orem 6.2.5, there exists a drop decomposition K = S′ ⊔ Y ′ of K with respect
to a′, (k − 1) and (m − p), where Y ′ is a horizontal (m − p)-strip whose cells
are weakly below row k − 1 and occupy the same columns as yp+1, · · · , ym. Now
since T ′ ∈ D(p)(a, k), it follows keya′ is in D
(p)(a, k) as well. Therefore, since
S′ ∈ KD(a′), we must have S′ ∈ D(p)(a, k). Consequently, by Theorem 6.2.5, there
exists a drop decomposition S′ = T ′′ ⊔ Y ′′ of S′ with respect to a, k and p, where
since cwt(S′) = cwt(a′) = cwt(T ′), Y ′′ is a horizontal p-strip occupying the same
columns as y1, · · · , yp. Thus, we get a drop decomposition K = T
′′ ⊔ (Y ′ ⊔ Y ′′)
of K with respect to a, k and m, whose added cells occupy the same columns as
y1, · · · , ym. By Lemma 6.2.8 (2), the added cell at column c of this new drop de-
composition of K is still yp. On the other hand, all the added cells to the right
of yp – namely, the cells of Y
′ – are weakly below row k − 1. Therefore, yp is the
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rightmost added cell of the drop decomposition K = T ′′⊔(Y ′⊔Y ′′), and the lemma
is satisfied. 
Lemma 6.2.10. Let a be a weak composition, and let k ≤ n and m be positive
integers. Suppose U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k), and let c be the rightmost column in the added
column set of U satisfying Eq. (6.2.11) of Lemma 6.2.8. Consider the key diagram
K = keyθ(U), and let y ∈ K be the cell in position (c, k).
Then the following conditions hold:
(1) K \ {y} ∈ D(m−1)(a, k),
(2) U ∈ D(θ(K \ {y}), k).
Proof. By Lemma 6.2.9 there exists a drop decomposition K = T ⊔ Y with respect
to a, k and m such that y ∈ Y is the rightmost added cell in row k. So T is a
Kohnert diagram of a and by Theorem 4.1.8 there exists a matching sequence M
on T with wt(M)  a.
Let S ⊂ T be the sub-diagram of cells weakly northeast of y. Note M |S
comprises of matching paths that terminate at cells above y in its column. We then
define Sˆ be the diagram obtained from S by pushing each cell x ∈ S up to the row of
the leftmost cell of the path component of M |S containing x. In particular, every
cell in row k of S gets pushed up, leaving y as the rightmost cell of the key diagram
Kˆ = (K \S)⊔Sˆ. Theorem 4.1.8 implies S ≺ Sˆ, and thereforeK \{y} ≺ Kˆ \{y}. To
prove Statement (1) of the lemma, it suffices to show Kˆ \{y} ∈ D(m−1)(a, k). Since
every pair of cells x and y in S withM(x) = y end up in the same row in Sˆ, we may
define a matching sequence Mˆ on the diagram Tˆ = (T \ S) ⊔ Sˆ from M by taking
Mˆ =M for all cells of Tˆ . Since the cells that get pushed up under S 7→ Sˆ are all to
the right of y and hence not in column 1, we have wt(Mˆ) = wt(M)  a. It follows
Tˆ ∈ KD(a) by Theorem 4.1.8, and the decomposition Kˆ \ {y} = Tˆ ⊔ (Y \ {y}) is
a drop decomposition with respect to a, k and (m − 1). So by Theorem 6.2.5 we
have Kˆ \ {y} ∈ D(m−1)(a, k). Statement (1) of the lemma follows.
Now let b = θ(K \{y}). Since K = (K \{y})⊔{y} is a drop decomposition with
respect to b, k and 1, we have U ∈ D(b, k) by Theorem 6.2.5. If Statement (2)
is false, then by Theorem 6.2.5 for some cell y′ of K below y in its column, K =
(K \ {y′})⊔ {y′} is a drop decomposition with respect to b, k− 1 and 1. It follows
the diagram T ′ = K \ {y′} is a Kohnert diagram of b. But since y′ is picked
to be strictly below y, we must have dcol(y),k(T
′) = dcol(y),k(b) + 1, and T
′ could
not be a Kohnert diagram of b. Having arrived at a contradiction, we conclude
Statement (2) must hold. 
Definition 6.2.11. We refer to the weak composition θ(K \ {y}) in Lemma 6.2.10
as the degree-(m−1) excised weight of a Kohnert diagram U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k). That is,
given the rightmost column c of the added columnm-set of U satisfying dc,k(θ(U)) >
dc,k(a), the degree-(m− 1) excised weight of U is given by θ(keyθ(U) \ {y}), where
y is the cell in position (c, k).
The degree-(m− 1) excised weight is precisely the weak composition we need to
define the degree-(m− 1) stratum maps ∂
(m)
a,k .
Definition 6.2.12. Given a weak composition a and positive integers 1 < k ≤ n
and m, the kth stratum map of degree m of a, denoted by ∂
(m)
a,k , acts on a Kohnert
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diagram U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k) with degree-(m− 1) excised weight b by
(6.2.13) ∂
(m)
a,k (U) = ∂b,k(U).
We know from Section 5 the map ∂
(m)
a,k is well-defined withwt(U) = wt(∂a,k(U))+
ek. Moreover, Lemma 6.2.10 (1) together with Theorem 5.1.13 inform us ∂
(m)
a,k (U) ∈
D(m−1)(a, k).
Theorem 6.2.13. Let a be a weak composition, and let 1 < k ≤ n and m be
positive integers. For U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k), the diagram U is the unique pre-image of
the diagram ∂
(m)
a,k (U) under the kth degree-m stratum map ∂
(m)
a,k of a. That is, the
maps
∂
(m)
a,k : D
(m)
(a, k) −→ D(m−1)(a, k)
are injective.
Proof. Let U ∈ D
(m)
(a, k), and let V = ∂
(m)
a,k (U) ∈ D
(m−1)(a, k). Given the degree-
(m − 1) excised weight b of U , we may completely recover U from V = ∂b,k(U)
via Lemma 5.1.8 and Theorem 5.3.6 provided we know the added column c of U
with respect to b. It follows if we have a different diagram U ′ ∈ D
(m)
(a, k) such
that ∂
(m)
a,k (V ) = V , then U
′ must come equipped with a distinct added column
c′ 6= c with respect to its own degree-(m − 1) excised weight b′, where b′ 6= b
by Theorem 5.1.14. Suppose, for contradiction, there exists U ′ ∈ D
(m)
(a, k) with
added column c′ > c with respect to excised weight b′ 6= b satisfying ∂
(m)
a,k (U
′) = V .
On one hand, since c is the added column of U with respect to b, by comparing
Definitions 5.1.6 and 6.2.11 we observe the excised weight of U with respect to b
is itself b = θ(keyθ(U) \ {(c, k)}). Hence, by Eq. (5.3.4) of Lemma 5.3.10, we have
dc,k+1(θ(V )) = dc,k+1(b). Since b = θ(keyθ(U) \ {(c, k)}), we also have
dc,k+1(b) ≥ dc,k+1(keyθ(U) \ {(c, k)}) = dc,k+1(θ(U)).
In accordance with Lemma 6.2.10, c satisfies dc,k(θ(U)) > dc,k(a). Therefore,
dc,k+1(θ(V )) = dc,k+1(b) = dc,k+1(θ(U)) ≥ dc,k(a).
On the other hand, since V = ∂b′,k(U
′), by Lemma 5.3.9 we have θ(V )  b′,
and so dc,k+1(θ(V )) ≤ dc,k+1(b
′. We know key
θ(U ′) \ {(c
′, k)} ∈ D(m−1)(a, k) by
Lemma 6.2.10, so since b′ = θ(key
θ(U ′) \ {(c
′, k)}), we have keyb′ ∈ D
(m−1)(a, k)
as well. Thus, by Theorem 6.2.5, there exists a drop decomposition keyb′ = T ⊔ Y
with respect to a, k and (m − 1), where T ∈ KD(a). Since θ(V )  b′, we have
cwt(b′) = cwt(θ(V )). We similarly have cwt(b) = cwt(θ(V )), and so cwt(b′) =
cwt(b). It follows c is not in the added column (m − 1)-set of keyb′ with respect
to a, for if so, then since c is also in the added column (m− 1)-set of b, and since
c is the added column of U with respect to b, we would be counting c twice in the
added column m-set of U with respect to a. So by Theorem 6.2.5 every cell of keyb′
in column c is also a cell of T , which means
dc,k(b
′) = dc,k(T ) ≤ dc,k(a).
Consequently, since b′k = c
′ − 1 ≥ c, we get
dc,k+1(b
′) = dc,k+1(b
′)− 1 < dc,k+1(a).
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Therefore,
dc,k+1(θ(V )) ≤ dc,k+1(b
′) < dc,k+1(a).
In conclusion, we have two directly contradicting inequalities dc,k+1(θ(V )) ≥
dc,k+1(a) and dc,k+1(θ(V )) < dc,k+1(a), and so c must be unique. 
We may now proceed with the proof of Theorem 6.1.5.
Proof of Theorem 6.1.5. Let a be a weak composition. Through induction, we will
show for any given positive integer m we have
(6.2.14) #[KD(a) ×KD(mek)]b = #[D
(m)(a, k)]b,
for every positive integer k ≤ n and every weak composition b. For our base case,
since D(1)(a, k) = KD(a) for every positive integer k ≤ n, we know Eq. (6.2.14)
holds given m = 1 by way of the weight-preserving bijection in Eq. (3.1.3) of
Theorem 3.1.4.
Suppose, as our induction hypothesis, for some m > 1 Eq. (6.2.14) holds given
m−1. We will show Eq. (6.2.14) also holds givenm. To start, fix a weak composition
b. We immediately get the inequality #[KD(a) × KD(men)]b ≤ #[D
(m)(a, n)]b
by the weight-preserving injection in Eq. (6.2.4) of Theorem 6.2.2. We want to
show that, inversely, #[D(m)(a, n)]b ≤ #[KD(a) × KD(men)]b. By stratification,
we have
D(m)(a, n) = D(m)(a, 1) ⊔
⊔
1<k≤n
D
(m)
(a, k).
The weight-preserving bijection in Eq. (6.2.3) of Theorem 6.2.1 gives us
(6.2.15) #[D(m)(a, 1)]b = #[KD(a)×KD(me1)]b.
On the other hand, for every 1 < k ≤ n, the degree-m stratum map ∂
(m)
a,k , which is
injective by Theorem 6.2.13 and excises a cell in row k, gives us
#[D
(m)
(a, k)]b ≤ #[D
(m−1)(a, k)]b−ek .
where by our induction hypothesis,
#[D(m−1)(a, k)]b−ek = #[KD(a)×KD((m− 1)ek)]b−ek .
It follows
#[D
(m)
(a, k)]b ≤ #[KD(a) ×KD((m− 1)ek)]b−ek .
Now observe for each 1 < k ≤ n there exists a bijection
KD((m− 1)ek)
∼
−→ KD(mek) \KD(mek−1)
that sends H 7→ ({keyek}⊔H
′), where H ′ is obtained from H by pushing each cell
of H to the position in its immediate right. Consequently,
#[KD((m− 1)ek)]b−ek = #[KD(mek) \KD(mek−1)]b,
and we get
(6.2.16) #[D
(m)
(a, k)]b ≤ #[KD(a) × (KD(mek) \KD(mek−1))]b
for each 1 < j ≤ k.
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Eq. (6.2.15) and (6.2.16) together imply
#[D(m)(a, n)]b = #[D
(m)(a, 1)]b +
∑
1<k≤n#[D
(m)
(a, k)]b
≤ #[KD(a)×KD(me1)]b
+
∑
1<k≤n#[KD(a)× (KD(mek) \KD(mek−1))]b
≤ #[KD(a)×KD(men)]b.
Thus, #[KD(a) ×KD(men)]b = #[D
(m)(a, n)]b, which means for each 1 < k ≤ n,
the inequality in Eq. (6.2.16) is in fact an equality. So for each 1 < k ≤ n, we have
#[D(m)(a, k)]b = #[D
(m)(a, 1)] +
∑
1<j≤k #[KDstrm]b
= #[KD(a)×KD(me1)]b
+
∑
1<j≤k #[KD(a)× (KD(mej) \KD(mej−1))]b
= #[KD(a)×KD(mek)]b.
In conclusion, Eq. (6.2.14) holds given m, as desired. 
6.3. Positive expansions. By Theorem 3.3.6, the key polynomial expansion of
κa · κek is nonnegative if and only if the k-addable row set for a for each k-addable
column c is a singleton. We consider several interesting cases where this holds.
First, consider the subcase in which k = 1. Here, Theorem 3.3.6 follows from our
direct bottom insertion algorithm proved in Theorem 4.1.13. Since the 1-addable
row set is either empty or {1}, the resulting formula is always nonnegative.
Corollary 6.3.1. Let a be a weak composition. Then we have
(6.3.1) κa · s(m)(x1) = κa · (x1)
m =
∑
a1≤c1<···<cm
ci−1∈{a1,...,an,ci−1}
κa(m) ,
where a(0) = a and a(i) = supp
(ci,1)
a(i−1)
+ e1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Example 6.3.2. Consider the weak composition a = (1, 4, 0, 3) and the integer
m = 2. To compute κa · s(m)(x1), we choose c1 ≥ 1 from set obtained by adding 1
to each part of a, namely c1 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4}. Then we choose c2 > c1 from the same
set now with the addition of c1 + 1, namely c2 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4, c1 + 1}. This results in
five possible choices for c1, c2, with supports depicted in Fig. 26, and so we have
κ(1,4,0,3) · s(2)(x1) = κ(3,4,0,3) + κ(4,4,0,2) + κ(5,2,0,3) + κ(5,4,0,1) + κ(6,1,0,3).
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣• •
❣❣❣×
❣❣❣❣
❣• + •
❣❣❣
❣❣❣× ❣×
❣• + + •
❣❣× ❣×
❣❣❣❣
❣+ + • •
❣❣❣
❣❣× ❣× ❣×
❣+ + + • •
Figure 26. An example of the nonnegative Pieri rule for bottom
insertion, computing the key expansion of the product κ(1,4,0,3)κ(2),
where the two marked cells (•) denote the added horizontal 2-strip
and crossed cells (×) drop to the marked positions (+).
Second, consider the subcase also considered by Haglund, Luoto, Mason and
van Willigenburg [10] in which k ≥ ℓ(a), where ℓ(a) denotes the largest index i for
which ai > 0. Here, Theorem 3.3.6 follows from our direct insertion algorithm via
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rectification proved in Theorem 4.3.15. Nonnegativity follows from the fact that
there are no nonempty rows above row k from which cells can be dropped, so each
k-addable row set is either empty or consists of the highest row of the given length.
Corollary 6.3.3. Let a be a weak composition, and set ℓ = maxi{ai > 0}. For
every positive integer ℓ ≤ k ≤ n, we have
(6.3.2)
κa · s(m)(x1, . . . , xk) = κa · (x1 + · · ·+ xk)
m =
∑
c1<···<cm
ci−1∈{a1,...,an,ci−1}
κa+ej1+···+ejm ,
where ji is the largest index of b = a+ ej1 + · · ·+ eji−1 such that bji = ci − 1.
Example 6.3.4. Consider the weak composition a = (1, 4, 0, 3) and the integers
k = 4 and m = 2. To compute κa · s(m)(x1, . . . , x4), we choose c1 from set obtained
by adding 1 to each part of a, namely c1 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4}. Then we choose c2 > c1
from the same set now with the addition of c1 + 1, namely c2 ∈ {2, 5, 1, 4, c1 + 1}.
This results in eight choices for c1, c2, depicted in Fig. 27, and so we have
κ(1,4,0,3) · s(2)(x1, . . . , x4) = κ(1,4,2,3) + κ(1,4,1,4) + κ(1,5,1,3) + κ(3,4,0,3)
+ κ(2,4,0,4) + κ(2,5,0,3) + κ(1,4,0,5) + κ(1,6,0,3).
Notice if we take k > 4, then the expansion above changes by applying the trans-
position t3,k to each indexing composition, that is, swapping b3 and bk = 0.
❣❣❣
• •
❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣•
•
❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣
•
❣❣❣❣•
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣• •
❣❣❣•
❣❣❣❣
❣•
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣•
❣•
❣❣❣• •
❣❣❣❣
❣
❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣• •
❣
Figure 27. An example of the nonnegative Pieri rule for top in-
sertion, computing the key expansion of κ(1,4,0,3)κ(0,0,0,2), where
the two marked cells (•) denote the added horizontal 2-strip and
crossed cells (×) drop to the marked positions (+).
Our third subcase is more involved. For motivation, let Fn be the complete
flag manifold of nested linear subspaces in Cn. Borel [7] showed the cohomology
ring H∗(F) is the polynomial ring C[x1, . . . , xn] quotiented by the ideal generated
by symmetric polynomials with no constant term, and it has a distinguished linear
basis of cosets [Xw] for each permutation w. The Littlewood–Richardson coefficients
cwu,v are the structure constants of this basis, given by
(6.3.3) [Xu] · [Xv] =
∑
w
cwu,v[Xw].
As each [Xw] represents the corresponding Schubert variety Xw, these Littlewood–
Richardson coefficients give intersection multiplicities for the corresponding Schu-
bert varieties and as such are nonnegative. It remains an important open problem
to give a direct, nonnegative combinatorial formula for cwu,v.
Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [14] introduced Schubert polynomials Sw as poly-
nomial representatives of Schubert classes with nice algebraic and combinatorial
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properties. Most importantly, Schubert polynomials are a basis for the polynomial
ring whose structure constants are precisely the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients,
(6.3.4) Su ·Sv =
∑
w
cwu,vSw.
When w is a Grassmannian permutation, meaning it has at most one descent, say
at position k, then Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger showed the Schubert polynomial
Sw is a Schur polynomial in k variables. Generalizing this, they define vexillary
permutations to be those w such that there do not exist indices 1 ≤ a < b <
c < d for which wb < wa < wd < wc (for various equivalent characterizations, see
[16]). Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger showed the Schubert polynomial of a vexillary
permutation is a key polynomial.
Reversing this characterization, the Lehmer code of a permutation w, denoted
by Le(w), is the weak composition whose ith term is the number of indices j >
i for which wi > wj . This defines a bijection between weak compositions and
permutations. Macdonald [16] defined the following.
Definition 6.3.5 ([16]). A weak composition a is vexillary if the following hold:
(1) if i < k and ai > ak, then #{i < j < k | aj < ak} ≤ ai − ak;
(2) if i < k and ai ≤ ak, then aj ≥ ai whenever i < j < k.
Example 6.3.6. The weak composition a = (1, 4, 0, 3) is not vexillary. While
condition (1) for all relevant pairs, condition 2 fails for i, j, k = 2, 3, 4, respectively,
since aj < ai < ak. However the weak composition b = (0, 1, 4, 3) is vexillary as
both conditions are met. For this composition, the corresponding permutation is
w = 1376245 which indeed satisfies Le(w) = b. Notice as well w is vexillary.
Macdonald proved the vexillary conditions for permutations and weak composi-
tions coincide under the Lehmer correspondence [16, (1.32)].
Proposition 6.3.7 ([16]). A permutation w is vexillary if and only if Le(w) is
vexillary, and in this case Sw = κLe(w).
Therefore the product of two key polynomials indexed by vexillary compositions
is of particular geometric importance. Condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5 is enough
to ensure positivity of the key polynomial expansion in Theorem 6.1.2. In fact, this
condition is tight in the following sense.
Theorem 6.3.8. Let a be a weak composition and m a positive integer. Then
the key polynomial expansion of κas(m)(x1, . . . , xk) is nonnegative for all positive
integers k ≤ n if and only if a satisfies Definition 6.3.5(2).
In particular, for a vexillary corresponding to w and v((m), k) the grassmannian
permutation corresponding to the partition (m) with unique descent at k, we have
(6.3.5) SwSv((m),k) = κa · s(m)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
min(a1,...,ak)<c1<···<cm
ci−1∈{a1,...,an,ci−1}
κa(m) ,
where a(0) = a and a(i) = supp
(ci,ri)
a(i−1)
+ eri , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where ri is the largest
row index r ≤ k for which a
(i−1)
r = ci − 1, if it exists, or ri is the largest row index
r ≤ k for which a
(i−1)
r < ci − 1.
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Proof. Suppose a satisfies condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5. We proceed by induction
on m. For the base case, take c1 such that min(a1, . . . , ak) ≤ c1− 1 ∈ {a1, . . . , an},
and let R1 denote the k-addable row set for a in column c1. Let r1 be as in the
statement of the theorem.
We claim R1 = {r1}. If ar1 = c1− 1, then r1 ∈ R1 by choice of r1 as the highest
row of that length lying weakly below row k. If there exists some other row index
s ∈ R1, then we must have r1 < s ≤ k with as < c1− 1 and a row index t > k such
that at = c1− 1. However, in this case, condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5 ensures no
row strictly between rows r1 and t has length strictly less than c1−1, a contradiction
with r1 < s < t and as < c1 − 1. Thus R1 = {r1} in this case. If ar1 < c1 − 1,
then ai 6= c1 − 1 for any i ≤ k by choice of r1. Since c1 − 1 ∈ {a1, . . . , an}, this
ensures there exists some index t > k such that at = c1 − 1. By choice of r1 as
the highest row of length less than c1 − 1, we have r1 ∈ R1, and any other r ∈ R1
must have r < r1. However, in this case we would have ar > ar1 , but condition (2)
of Definition 6.3.5 ensures no row strictly between rows r and t has length strictly
less than ar, a contradiction with r < r1 < t and ar > ar1 . Therefore R1 = {r1} in
this case as well, proving the claim, and the base case follows.
Continuing the notation, suppose, for induction, Ri = {ri} for all i < m.
Comparing a(m−1) with a, the only changes weakly below row k occur at rows
r1, . . . , rm−1 which get strictly longer, and the changes for rows strictly above row
k result in rows of length at most cm−1− 1 getting weakly shorter. Therefore while
condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5 does not necessarily hold for a(m−1) as it did for a,
the condition does hold provided the lower row is weakly below k and the higher row
is strictly above k. Repeating our arguments from the base case above, this indeed
was the only application of the condition needed, and so we conclude Rm = {rm}.
Therefore nonnegativity for all k follows whenever condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5
holds, as does the explicit formula in Eq. (6.3.5) for the case when a is vexillary.
Conversely, suppose condition (2) of Definition 6.3.5 fails for a. Choose r so that
ar is maximal and then r is maximal such that there exists s and t with r < s < t
and as < ar ≤ at. Then choose s maximal among all such indices satisfying that
condition. Let R denote the s-addable row set for a in column at + 1. Then r ∈ R
by choice of ar as large as possible and r as high as possible, and s ∈ R as well by
choice of k = s. Therefore the key polynomial expansion of κas(m)(x1, . . . , xs) will
have terms with negative signs. 
Example 6.3.9. Departing from our running example as it is not vexillary, consider
the weak composition a = (0, 1, 4, 3) which is vexillary, and take k = 3 (so as to
avoid redundancy with prior examples) andm = 2. To compute κa ·s(m)(x1, x2, x3),
we choose c1 > min(a1, a2, a3) = 0 from set obtained by adding 1 to each part of
a, so again c1 ∈ {1, 2, 5, 4}. Then we choose c2 > c1 from the same set now with
the addition of c1 + 1, namely c2 ∈ {1, 2, 5, 4, c1 + 1}. Thus the choices correspond
precisely with those in Ex. 6.3.4, though as seen in Fig. 28, the support is vastly
different, giving the expansion
κ(0,1,4,3) · s(2)(x1, x2, x3) = κ(1,2,4,3) + κ(1,4,4,1) + κ(1,1,5,3) + κ(0,3,4,3)
+ κ(0,4,4,2) + κ(0,2,5,3) + κ(0,4,5,1) + κ(0,1,6,3).
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Figure 28. An example of the nonnegative Pieri rule in the vex-
illary case, computing the key expansion of κ(0,1,4,3)κ(0,0,2), where
the two marked cells (•) denote the added horizontal 2-strip and
crossed cells (×) drop to the marked positions (+).
Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [15] stated a nonnegative formula for the key poly-
nomial expansion of a Schubert polynomial, with proof details supplied by Reiner
and Shimozono [20]. Thus the nonnegativity of the key polynomial expansion fol-
lows by observing both terms on the left hand side are Schubert polynomials, and
so their product is a nonnegative sum of Schubert polynomials, hence is a nonneg-
ative sum of key polynomials. However, since the key polynomial expansion of a
Schubert polynomial is indirect, our formula is indeed new.
Monk [18] proved a formula for the Schubert structure constants cwu,v when v
is a simple transposition, equivalently, when v is grassmannian corresponding to
the partition (1). Sottile [25] proved a generalization to the Pieri rule for Schubert
polynomials, when v is grassmannian corresponding to the partition (m).
Comparing our formula for the vexillary case with the Monk and Pieri rules
for Schubert polynomials might lead to a simplified proof of the Schubert structure
constants for the case when u is vexillary. Indeed, one hopes that a full Littlewood–
Richardson rule for key polynomials could give important insights into finding a long
sought formula for the Schubert structure constants cwu,v, even if only in the open
case where both u and v are vexillary.
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